
Under onsideration for publiation in Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 1Automated Veri�ation of Weak Equivalenewithin the smodels System∗TOMI JANHUNEN and EMILIA OIKARINENHelsinki University of TehnologyDepartment of Computer Siene and EngineeringLaboratory for Theoretial Computer SieneP.O. Box 5400, FI-02015 TKK, Finland(e-mail: Tomi.Janhunen�tkk.fi, Emilia.Oikarinen�tkk.fi)submitted 7 Deember 2005; revised June 2006; aepted ???AbstratIn answer set programming (ASP), a problem at hand is solved by (i) writing a logi pro-gram whose answer sets orrespond to the solutions of the problem, and by (ii) omputingthe answer sets of the program using an answer set solver as a searh engine. Typially, aprogrammer reates a series of gradually improving logi programs for a partiular prob-lem when optimizing program length and exeution time on a partiular solver. This leadsthe programmer to a meta-level problem of ensuring that the programs are equivalent,i.e., they give rise to the same answer sets. To ease answer set programming at method-ologial level, we propose a translation-based method for verifying the equivalene of logiprograms. The basi idea is to translate logi programs P and Q under onsideration intoa single logi program EQT(P, Q) whose answer sets (if suh exist) yield ounter-examplesto the equivalene of P and Q. The method is developed here in a slightly more generalsetting by taking the visibility of atoms properly into aount when omparing answersets. The translation-based approah presented in the paper has been implemented as atranslator alled lpeq that enables the veri�ation of weak equivalene within the smod-els system using the same searh engine as for the searh of models. Our experimentswith lpeq and smodels suggest that establishing the equivalene of logi programs inthis way is in ertain ases muh faster than naive ross-heking of answer sets.KEYWORDS: Answer set programming, weak equivalene, programming methodology,program optimization 1 IntrodutionAnswer set programming (ASP) has reently been proposed and promoted as aself-standing logi programming paradigm (Marek and Truszzy«ski 1999; Niemelä1999; Gelfond and Leone 2002). Indeed, the paradigm has reeived inreasing atten-tion sine e�ient implementations suh as dlv (Leone et al. 2006) and smodels
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2 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen(Simons et al. 2002) beame available in the late nineties. There are numerous ap-pliations of ASP ranging, e.g., from produt on�guration (Soininen et al. 2001) toa deision support system of the spae shuttle (Balduini et al. 2001). The varietyof answer set solvers is also rapidly growing as new solvers are being developedonstantly for the sake of e�ieny. The reader is referred to (Janhunen et al. 2000;Lin and Zhao 2002; Lierler and Maratea 2004; Janhunen 2004; Anger et al. 2005;Gressmann et al. 2005; Liu and Truszzy«ski 2005) in this respet.Despite the delarative nature of ASP, the development of programs resemblesthat of programs in onventional programming. That is, a programmer often devel-ops a series of gradually improving programs for a partiular problem, e.g., whenoptimizing exeution time and spae. As a onsequene, the programmer needs toensure that subsequent programs whih di�er in performane yield the same output.This setting leads us to the problem of verifying whether given two logi programs
P and Q have exatly the same answer sets, i.e., are weakly equivalent (denoted
P ≡ Q). Looking at this from the ASP perspetive, weakly equivalent programsprodue the same solutions for the problem that they formalize.There are also other notions of equivalene that have been proposed for logiprograms. Lifshitz et al. (2001) onsider P and Q strongly equivalent, denoted P ≡s

Q, if and only if P ∪R ≡ Q∪R for all programs R eah of whih ats as a potentialontext for P and Q. By setting R = ∅ in the de�nition of≡s, we obtain that P ≡s Qimplies P ≡ Q but the onverse does not hold in general. Consequently, the questionwhether P ≡ Q holds remains open whenever P 6≡s Q turns out to be the ase.This implies that verifying P ≡ Q remains as a problem of its own, whih annotbe fully ompensated by verifying P ≡s Q. As suggested by its name, ≡s is a muhstronger relation than ≡ in the sense that the former relates far fewer programsthan the latter. This makes ≡s better appliable to subprograms or program modulesonstituting larger programs rather than omplete programs for whih ≡ is morenatural. Moreover, there is a number of haraterizations of strong equivalene(Lifshitz et al. 2001; Peare et al. 2001; Lin 2002; Turner 2003) whih amongother things indiate that strongly equivalent programs are lassially equivalent,but not neessarily vie versa as to be demonstrated in Example 4.4. Thus strongequivalene permits only lassial program transformations, i.e., substitutions of aprogram module (a set of rules) by another. In ontrast to this, weak equivaleneis more liberal as regards program transformations some of whih are not lassialbut still used in pratie; the reader may onsult Example 4.3 for an instane.For the reasons disussed above, we onentrate on the ase of omplete programsand weak equivalene in this artile. We develop a method that extends (Janhunenand Oikarinen 2002; Janhunen and Oikarinen 2004) and hene fully overs thelass of weight onstraint programs supported by the front-end lparse (Syrjänen2001) used with the smodels system (Simons et al. 2002). The key idea in ourapproah is to translate logi programs P and Q under onsideration into a singlelogi program EQT(P, Q) whih has an answer set if and only if P has an answerset that is not an answer set of Q. Suh answer sets, if found, at as ounter-examples to the equivalene of P and Q. Consequently, the equivalene of P and
Q an be established by showing that EQT(P, Q) and EQT(Q, P ) have no answer



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 3sets.1 Thus the existing searh engine of the smodels system an be used forthe searh of ounter-examples and there is no need to develop a speial purposesearh engine for the veri�ation task. Moreover, we are obliged to develop theunderlying theory in a more general setting where programs may involve invisibleatoms, e.g., generated by lparse when ompiling weight onstraints. The basiidea is that suh atoms should be negleted by equivalene relations but this isnot the ase for ≡ and ≡s. To this end, we apply yet another equivalene relation,namely visible equivalene denoted by ≡v (Janhunen 2003; Janhunen 2006). Thisrelation is ompatible with≡ in the sense that these equivalene relations oinide inthe absene of invisible atoms. In fat, we develop a translation-based veri�ationmethod for ≡v and haraterize the lass of smodels programs for whih themethod is guaranteed to work by onstraining the use of invisible atoms. Thislass is identi�ed as the lass of programs possessing enough visible atoms. Mostimportantly, this property is shared by weight onstraint programs produed bythe front-end lparse during grounding.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The rule-based syntax of logiprograms supported by the urrent smodels system is desribed in Setion 2. Itis then explained in Setion 3 how the semantis of suh rules is overed by thestable model semantis proposed by Gelfond and Lifshitz (1988). Setion 4 intro-dues the notion of visible equivalene mentioned above. We perform a preliminaryomplexity analysis of the problem of verifying P ≡v Q for P and Q given as input.Unfortunately, reent omplexity results (Eiter et al. 2005) suggest disouragingrises of omplexity in the presene of invisible atoms. Thus we need to impose addi-tional onstraints in order to keep the veri�ation problem in coNP; thus enablingthe use of smodels as searh engine in a feasible way. In Setion 5, we presentour translation-based method for verifying the visible equivalene of smodels pro-grams. The orretness of the method is also addressed. The resulting omplexitylassi�ations are then onluded in Setion 5.1. Setion 6 onentrates on the aseof weight onstraint programs supported by the front-end lparse of the smod-els system and shows how programs in the extended language are overed by thetranslation-based method. Setion 7 is devoted to experiments that we have per-formed with an implementation of the translation-based method, a translator alledlpeq, and the smodels system. The results indiate that in ertain ases verifyingthe equivalene of smodels programs using lpeq is one or two orders of magnitudefaster than naive ross-heking of stable models. Finally, the paper is �nished bya brief onlusion in Setion 8.2 Programs in the smodels LanguageThe goal of this setion is to make the reader aquainted with the rule-based lan-guage supported by the urrent smodels system (Simons et al. 2002). De�nition
1 Turner (Turner 2003) develops an analogous transformation for weight onstraint programs andstrong equivalene. Moreover, Eiter et al. (2004) over the ase of disjuntive programs understrong and uniform equivalene and present the respetive transformations.



4 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen2.1 lists �ve forms of rules whih onstitute the knowledge representation primitivesof the system. Besides basi rules (1) of onventional normal logi programs, thereare also other expressions suh as onstraint rules (2), hoie rules (3), weight rules(4), and ompute statements (5). These extensions have been arefully hosen to bediretly and e�iently implementable in the searh engine of the smodels system(Simons et al. 2002). It should be stressed that the front-end of the system, lparse(Syrjänen 2001), admits a more liberal use of onstraint and weight rules (Syrjänen2004) but we postpone the disussion of suh features until Setion 6.De�nition 2.1 Rules are expressions of the forms
h← a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm (1)

h← c {a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm} (2)
{h1, . . . ,hl} ← a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm (3)

h← w ≤ {a1 = wa1
, . . . ,an = wan

,∼b1 = wb1 , . . . ,∼bm = wbm
} (4)

compute {a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm} (5)where n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, and l > 0, and where h, eah ai, eah bj , and eah hk areatoms and c, eah wai
, eah wbj

, as well as w, are natural numbers.The symbol ∼ ourring in De�nition 2.1 denotes default negation or negation asfailure to prove whih di�ers from lassial negation in an important way (Gelfondand Lifshitz 1990). We de�ne positive and negative default literals in the standardway as atoms a or their negations ∼a, respetively. The exat model-theoretisemantis of rules is deferred until Setion 3, but � informally speaking � therules listed above are used to draw onlusions as follows.
• The head h of a basi rule (1) an be inferred if the atoms a1, . . . ,an areinferable by other rules whereas the atoms b1, . . . ,bm are not.
• The head h of a onstraint rule (2) an be inferred if the number of infer-able atoms among a1, . . . ,an plus the number of non-inferable atoms among

b1, . . . ,bm is at least c.
• A hoie rule (3) is similar to a basi rule exept that any subset of the non-empty set of head atoms {h1, . . . , hl} an be inferred instead of a single headatom h. Note that it is not neessary to infer any of the head atoms.
• A weight rule (4) involves summing as follows: the weight wai

(resp. wbj
) isone of the summands if and only if ai is inferable (resp. bj is not inferable).The head h an be inferred if suh a sum of weights is at least w.

• The default literals involved in a ompute statement (5) at as diret on-straints saying that the atoms a1, . . . ,an should be inferable by some ruleswhereas the atoms b1, . . . ,bm should not.A ouple of observations follows. A onstraint rule (2) beomes equivalent to abasi rule (1) given that c = n + m. A weight rule (4) redues to a onstraintrule (2) when all weights are equal to 1 and w = c. Moreover, default literalsmay be assigned di�erent weights in di�erent weight rules, i.e., weights are loalin this sense. The types of rules de�ned above are already well-suited for a variety



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 5of knowledge representation and reasoning tasks in a number of domains. Example2.2 demonstrates the use of rules in a pratial setting. The reader is referred to(Niemelä 1999; Marek and Truszzy«ski 1999; Simons et al. 2002; Gelfond andLeone 2002) for more examples how to represent knowledge in terms of rules.Example 2.2 Consider the task of desribing o�ee orders using rules2 introduedin De�nition 2.1. The nine rules given below form our formalization of this domainwhih should be self-explanatory. The ompute statement in the end identi�es theorders of interest to be those for whih �acceptable� an be inferred.
{coffee, tea, biscuit, cake, cognac}.
{cream, sugar} ← coffee.
cognac← coffee.
{milk, lemon, sugar} ← tea.
mess← milk, lemon.
happy← 1 {biscuit, cake, cognac}.
bankrupt← 6 ≤ {coffee = 1, tea = 1, biscuit = 1, cake = 2, cognac = 4}.
acceptable← happy,∼bankrupt,∼mess.
compute {acceptable}.We de�ne a logi program P as a �nite3 set of ground rules of the forms (1)�(5) given in De�nition 2.1. It follows that programs under onsideration are fullyinstantiated and thus onsist of ground atoms whih are parallel to propositionalatoms, or atoms for short in the sequel. The Herbrand base of a logi program P anbe any �xed set of atoms Hb(P ) ontaining all atoms that atually appear in therules of P . Furthermore, we view Hb(P ) as a part of the program whih orrespondsto de�ning a logi program as pair 〈P, Hb(P )〉 where Hb(P ) ats as the symboltable of P . The �exibility of this de�nition has important onsequenes. First, thelength ||P || of the program, i.e., the number of symbols needed to represent P as astring, beomes dependent on |Hb(P )|. This aspet beomes relevant in the analysisof translation funtions (Janhunen 2006). Seond, the expliit representation of

Hb(P ) enables one to keep trak of atoms whose ourrenes have been removedfrom a program, e.g., due to program optimization. For instane, the program
〈{a← ∼b. }, {a, b}〉 an be rewritten as 〈{a. }, {a, b}〉 under stable model semantis.There is a further aspet of atoms that a�ets the way we treat Herbrand bases,namely the visibility of atoms. It is typial in answer set programming that onlyertain atoms appearing in a program are relevant for representing the solutionsof the problem being solved. Others at as auxiliary onepts that might not ap-pear in other programs written for the same problem. As a side e�et, the mod-els/interpretations assigned to two programs may di�er already on the basis of aux-iliary atoms. Rather than introduing an expliit hiding mehanism in the languageitself, we let the programmer deide the visible part of Hb(P ), i.e., Hbv(P ) ⊆ Hb(P )

2 Rules are separated with full stops and the symbol �←� is dropped from a basi rule (1) or ahoie rule (3) if the body of the rule is empty (n = 0 and m = 0).
3 This re�ets the fat that the theory being presented/developed here is losely related to anatual implementation, the smodels engine, whih admits only �nite sets of ground rules.



6 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenwhih determines the set of hidden atoms Hbh(P ) = Hb(P ) − Hbv(P ). The ideaspresented so far are ombined as follows.De�nition 2.3 A logi program in the smodels system (or an smodels programfor short) is a triple 〈P, Hbv(P ), Hbh(P )〉 where1. P is a �nite set of rules of the forms (1) � (5);2. Hbv(P ) and Hbh(P ) are �nite and disjoint sets of atoms and determine the visibleand hidden Herbrand bases of the program, respetively; and3. all atoms ourring in P are ontained in Hb(P ) = Hbv(P ) ∪Hbh(P ).Finally, we de�ne Hba(P ) as the set of atoms of Hb(P ) not ourring in P .4Note that the atoms of Hba(P ) an be viewed as additional atoms that justextend Hb(P ). By a slight abuse of notation, we often use P rather than the wholetriple when referring to a program 〈P, Hbv(P ), Hbh(P )〉. To ease the treatmentof programs, we make some default assumptions regarding the sets Hb(P ) and
Hbv(P ). Unless otherwise stated, we assume that Hbv(P ) = Hb(P ), Hbh(P ) = ∅,and Hba(P ) = ∅, i.e., Hb(P ) ontains only atoms that atually appear in P .Example 2.4 Given P = {a ← ∼b. }, the default interpretation is that Hb(P ) =

{a, b}, Hbv(P ) = Hb(P ) = {a, b}, and Hbh(P ) = ∅. To make an exeption in thisrespet, we have to add expliitly that, e.g., Hbv(P ) = {a, c} and Hbh(P ) = {b}.Together with P these delarations imply that Hba(P ) is impliitly assigned to {c}.Generally speaking, the set Hbv(P ) an be understood as a program interfaeof P and it gives the basis for omparing the program P with other programs ofinterest. The atoms in Hbh(P ) are to be hidden in any suh omparisons.3 Stable Model SemantisIn this setion, we review the details of stable model semantis proposed by Gelfondand Lifshitz (1988). Stable models were �rst introdued in the ontext of normallogi programs, i.e., logi programs that solely onsist of basi rules (1), but soonthey were generalized for other lasses involving syntati extensions. In addition torealling the ase of normal programs, it is also important for us to understand howthe semanti priniples underlying stable models an be applied to the full syntaxof smodels programs introdued in Setion 2. Yet another generalization will bepresented in Setion 6 where the lass of weight onstraint programs is addressed.The lass of normal programs inludes positive programs that are free of defaultnegation, i.e., m = 0 for all rules (1) of suh programs. The standard way todetermine the semantis of any positive program P is to take the least model of
P , denoted by LM(P ), as the semantial basis (Lloyd 1987). This is a partiularlassial model of P whih is minimal with respet to subset5 inlusion and also
4 The atoms in Hba(P ) are made false by stable semantis to be introdued in Setion 3.
5 It is assumed that interpretations are represented as sets of atoms evaluating to true.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 7unique with this property. Moreover, the least model LM(P ) oinides with theintersetion of all lassial models of P . Consequently, an atom a ∈ Hb(P ) is alogial onsequene of P in the lassial sense if and only if a ∈ LM(P ). It is alsoimportant to realize that the semanti operator LM(·) is inherently monotoni:
P ⊆ Q implies LM(P ) ⊆ LM(Q) for any positive normal logi programs P and Q.Gelfond and Lifshitz (1988) show how the least model semantis an be general-ized to over normal logi programs. The idea is to redue a normal logi program
P with respet to a model andidate M by pre-interpreting negative literals thatappear in the rules of P . The resulting program P M � also known as the Gelfond-Lifshitz redut of P � ontains a redued rule h← a1, . . . ,an if and only if thereis a rule (1) in P so that the negative literals ∼b1, . . . ,∼bm in the body are satis�edin M . This makes PM a positive program whose semantis is determined in thestandard way, i.e., using its least model (Lloyd 1987).De�nition 3.1 (Gelfond and Lifshitz (1988)) For a normal logi program P ,an interpretation M ⊆ Hb(P ) is a stable model of P if and only if M = LM(P M ).For a positive program P , the redut PM = P for any M ⊆ Hb(P ) implyingthat LM(P ) oinides with the unique stable model of P . Unlike this, stable modelsneed not be unique in general: a normal logi program P may possess several stablemodels or no stable model at all. However, this is not onsidered as a problemin answer set programming, sine the aim is to apture solutions to the problemat hand with the stable models of a program that is onstruted to formalize theproblem. In partiular, if there are no solutions for the problem, then the logiprogramming representation is not supposed to possess any stable models.Simons (1999) shows how the stable model semantis an be generalized for theother kinds of rules presented in Setion 2. However, the redued program is notexpliitly present in the semantial de�nitions given by him. This is why we resort toan alternative de�nition, whih appears as De�nition 3.4 below. It will be explainedin Setion 6 how the forthoming de�nition an be understood as a speial ase ofthat given by Simons et al. (2002) for more general lasses of rules. In ontrastto their de�nitions that involve dedutive losures of sets of rules, we de�ne stablemodels purely in model-theoreti terms using the least model onept.Given a logi program P , an interpretation I is simply a subset of Hb(P ) de�ningwhih atoms a are onsidered to be true (a ∈ I) and whih false (a 6∈ I). By thefollowing de�nition, we extend the satisfation relation I |= r for the types of rules
r under onsideration. In partiular, let us point out that negative default literalsare treated lassially at this point.De�nition 3.2 Given an interpretation I ⊆ Hb(P ) for an smodels program P ,1. A positive default literal a is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= a) ⇐⇒ a ∈ I.2. A negative default literal ∼a is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= ∼a) ⇐⇒ I 6|= a.3. A set of default literals L is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= L) ⇐⇒
I |= l for every l ∈ L.



8 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen4. A basi rule r of the form (1) is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= r) ⇐⇒
I |= {a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm} implies I |= h.5. A onstraint rule r of the form (2) is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= r) ⇐⇒
c ≤ |{ai | I |= ai} ∪ {∼bj | I |= ∼bj}| implies I |= h.6. A hoie rule r of the form (3) is always satis�ed in I.7. A weight rule r of the form (4) is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= r) ⇐⇒

w ≤ WSI(a1 = wa1
, . . . ,an = wan

,∼b1 = wb1 , . . . ,∼bm = wbm
)

=
∑

I|=ai

wai
+

∑

I|=∼bj

wbj

(6)implies I |= h.8. A ompute statement s of the form (5) is satis�ed in I (denoted I |= s) ⇐⇒
I |= {a1, . . . ,an,∼b1, . . . ,∼bm}.9. A program P is satis�ed in I (I |= P ) ⇐⇒ I |= r for every r ∈ P .The equality in (6) determines how weighted literal sets are evaluated. Given aninterpretation I and an assignment of weights to default literals as in the body of aweight rule (4), the respetive weight sum in (6) inludes the weight of eah literaltrue in I. This primitive will be needed a lot in the sequel to deal with weight rules.Example 3.3 The third but last rule of Example 2.2 is satis�ed in an interpretation
I1 = {tea, biscuit}, but not in I2 = {coffee, cake, cognac}.An interpretation I is a (lassial)model of a logi program P if and only if I |= P .However, stable models are not arbitrary models of logi programs. As disussed inthe beginning of this setion, they involve a redution of logi programs whih isbased on a pre-interpretation of negative literals.De�nition 3.4 For an smodels program P and an interpretation I ⊆ Hb(P ) of
P , the redut P I ontains1. a basi rule h ← a1, . . . ,an ⇐⇒ there is a basi rule (1) in P suh that I |=

{∼b1, . . . ,∼bm} or there is a hoie rule (3) in P suh that h ∈ {h1, . . . , hl},
I |= h, and I |= {∼b1, . . . ,∼bm};2. a onstraint rule h← c′ {a1, . . . ,an} ⇐⇒ there is a onstraint rule (2) in P and
c′ = max(0, c− |{∼bi | I |= ∼bi}|);3. a weight rule h ← w′ ≤ {a1 = wa1

, . . . ,an = wan
} ⇐⇒ there is a weight rule (4)in P and w′ = max(0, w −WSI(∼b1 = wb1 , . . . ,∼bm = wbm

)); and4. no ompute statements.Note that in addition to evaluating negative literals in the bodies of rules, thehead atoms h ∈ {h1, . . . , hl} of hoie rules (3) are subjet to a speial treatment:an essential prerequisite for inluding h ← a1, . . . ,an in the redut PM is that
M |= h, i.e., h ∈ M . This is the way in whih the hoie regarding h takes plae.Moreover, it is lear by De�nition 3.4 that the redut PM is free of default negationand it ontains only basi rules, onstraint rules, and weight rules, but no ompute



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 9statements. Thus we all an smodels program P positive if eah rule r ∈ P is ofthe forms (1), (2) and (4) restrited to the ase m = 0. The least model semantisan be generalized for positive programs by distinguishing their minimal models.De�nition 3.5 A model M |= P of a (positive) smodels program P is minimalif and only if there is no M ′ |= P suh that M ′ ⊂M .Positive programs share many important properties of positive normal programsand the straightforward semantis based on minimal models and the least model iseasily generalized for positive programs.De�nition 3.6 For a positive smodels program P , we de�ne an operator TP :

2Hb(P ) → 2Hb(P ) as follows. Given any interpretation I ⊆ Hb(P ), the result ofapplying TP to I, i.e., TP (I) ⊆ Hb(P ), ontains an atom a ∈ Hb(P ) if and only if1. there is a basi rule a← a1, . . . ,an ∈ P and I |= {a1, . . . , an}; or2. there is a onstraint rule a← c {a1, . . . ,an} ∈ P and c ≤ |{ai | I |= ai}|; or3. there is a weight rule a← w ≤ {a1 = wa1
, . . . ,an = wan

} ∈ P and
w ≤WSI(a1 = wa1

, . . . ,an = wan
).Intuitively, the operator TP gives atoms that are neessarily true by the rules of

P if the atoms in I are assumed to be true. It follows that TP (I) ⊆ I implies I |= Pin general. We are now ready to state a number of properties of positive programs.Proposition 3.7 Let P be a positive smodels program.1. For any olletion C of models of P , the intersetion ⋂
C is also a model of P .2. The program P has a unique minimal model M , i.e., the least model LM(P ) of P .3. The least model LM(P ) =

⋂
{I ⊆ Hb(P ) | I |= P} and LM(P ) = lfp(TP ).Moreover, positive programs are monotoni in the sense that P1 ⊆ P2 implies

LM(P1) ⊆ LM(P2). Given the least model semantis for positive programs, it be-omes straightforward to generalize the stable model semantis (Gelfond and Lif-shitz 1988) for programs involving default negation. The key idea is to use theredution from De�nition 3.4, but the e�et of ompute statements must also betaken into aount as they are dropped out by De�nition 3.4. To this end, we de�ne
CompS(P ) as the union of literals appearing in the ompute statements (5) of P .De�nition 3.8 An interpretation M ⊆ Hb(P ) is a stable model of an smodelsprogram P if and only if M = LM(PM ) and M |= CompS(P ).De�nition 3.8 reveals the purpose of ompute statements: they are used to seletpartiular models among those satisfying the onventional �xed point onditionfrom De�nition 3.1. Given any logi program P , we de�ne the set

SM(P ) = {M ⊆ Hb(P ) |M = LM(PM ) and M |= CompS(P )}. (7)In analogy to the ase of normal logi programs, the number of stable models may



10 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenvary in general. A positive program P has a unique stable model LM(P ) as P M = Pholds; reall that ompute statements are not allowed in positive programs. It is alsoworth noting that M = LM(PM ) and M |= CompS(P ) imply M |= P , i.e., stablemodels are also lassial models in the sense of De�nition 3.2. However, the onversedoes not hold in general, i.e., M |= P need not imply M = LM(P M ) although itertainly implies M |= CompS(P ). For example, interpretations M1 = {a} and
M2 = {a, b} are models of the program P = {a ← 1 {∼a,∼b}. }, but only M1 isstable. To verify this, note that PM1 = {a← 0 {}. } and PM2 = {a← 1 {}. }.Example 3.9 Reall the program P from Example 2.2. Aording to smodelsthere are 33 aeptable orders that are aptured by the stable models of P . Oneof them is M7 = {acceptable, happy, lemon, tea, biscuit}. The reader is kindly askedto verify M7 = LM(PM7) and M7 |= CompS(P ) using the redut PM7 listed below.

tea. biscuit.
cognac← coffee.
lemon← tea.
mess← milk, lemon.
happy← 1 {biscuit, cake, cognac}.
bankrupt← 6 ≤ {coffee = 1, tea = 1, biscuit = 1, cake = 2, cognac = 4}.
acceptable← happy. 4 Notions of EquivaleneWe begin this setion by reviewing two fundamental notions of equivalene thathave been proposed for logi programs, namely weak and strong equivalene, andpoint out some of their limitations. This is why we resort to another notion ofequivalene in Setion 4.1: visible equivalene is a variant of weak equivalene whihtakes the visibility of atoms better into aount. Then we are ready to identify therespetive veri�ation problem in Setion 4.2 and disuss in whih way invisibleatoms render the veri�ation problem more di�ult. This serves as a starting pointfor haraterizing a sublass of programs for whih visible equivalene an be veri�edusing a translation-based tehnique in analogy to (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002).Lifshitz et al. (2001) address two major notions of equivalene for logi programs.The �rst one arises naturally from the stable model semantis.De�nition 4.1 Logi programs P and Q are weakly equivalent, denoted P ≡ Q,if and only if SM(P ) = SM(Q), i.e., P and Q have the same stable models.The seond notion is de�nable in terms of the �rst and the de�nition is givenrelative to a lass of logi programs whih is represented by R below. Of ourse, anatural hoie for us would be the lass of smodels programs but that is not madeexpliit in the following de�nition.De�nition 4.2 Logi programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, denoted P ≡s Q,if and only if P ∪R ≡ Q ∪R for any logi program R.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 11Here the program R an be understood as an arbitrary ontext in whih theother two programs P and Q being ompared ould be plaed. This is how stronglyequivalent logi programs an be used as semantis preserving substitutes of eahother. This feature makes ≡s a ongruene relation over the lass of logi programsunder onsideration: if P ≡s Q holds, then also P ∪ R ≡s Q ∪ R holds for any
R. Moreover, it is easy to see that P ≡s Q implies P ≡ Q, but not neessarilyvie versa: ≡s relates far fewer programs than ≡ as demonstrated in Example 4.3.This explains why we all ≡ the weak equivalene relation for the lass of logiprograms introdued in Setions 2 and 3. It is worth pointing out that whereas ≡is an equivalene relation it does not permit substitutions (P ≡ Q does not imply
P ∪R ≡ Q ∪R in general) and hene it does not qualify as a ongruene relation.Example 4.3 Consider P = {a ← ∼b. } and Q = {a. }. It is easy to see that
SM(P ) = SM(Q) = {{a}} and P ≡ Q. However, when joined with R = {b. }, wenote that SM(P ∪R) 6= SM(Q ∪ R) holds so that P 6≡s Q. The programs P and Qare not lassially equivalent either as M |= P and M 6|= Q hold for M = {b}.Although the relation≡s appears attrative at �rst glane, a drawbak is that it isquite restritive, allowing only rather straightforward semantis-preserving transfor-mations of (sets of) rules. In fat, Lifshitz et al. (2001) haraterize≡s in Heyting'slogi here-and-there (HT) whih is an intermediary logi between intuitionisti andlassial propositional logis. This result implies that eah program transformationadmitted by ≡s is based on a lassial equivalene of the part being replaed (say P )and its substitute (say Q), i.e., P ≡s Q implies that P and Q are lassially equiva-lent. However, the onverse is not true in general as there are lassially equivalentprograms that are not strongly equivalent.Example 4.4 The propositional sentene a ↔ (¬a → a) is lassially valid �suggesting a program transformation that replaes P = {a. } by Q = {a ← ∼a. }.However, sine SM(P ) = {{a}} and SM(Q) = ∅, we have P 6≡ Q and P 6≡s Qalthough P and Q are lassially equivalent.Sine≡s is a ongruene relation, it is better appliable to subprograms or programmodules onstituting larger programs rather than omplete programs. In ontrast tothis, weak equivalene is mainly targeted to the omparison of omplete programsin terms of their stable models. Due to the nature of ASP, this is often the ultimatequestion onfronted by a programmer when optimizing and debugging programs.For this reason, we onentrate on the problem of verifying weak equivalene in thispaper and we leave the modularization aspets of weak and visible equivalene tobe addressed elsewhere (Oikarinen and Janhunen 2006).4.1 Visible EquivaleneWe do not �nd the notion of weak equivalene totally satisfatory either. For P ≡ Qto hold, the stable models in SM(P ) and SM(Q) have to be idential subsets of
Hb(P ) and Hb(Q), respetively. This makes ≡ less useful if Hb(P ) and Hb(Q)



12 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinendi�er by some (in)visible atoms whih are not trivially false in all stable models.As already disussed in Setion 2, suh atoms are needed when some auxiliaryonepts are formalized using rules. The use of suh atoms/onepts may lead tomore onise enodings of problems as demonstrated by our next example.Example 4.5 Consider the following programs onsisting of basi rules, hoierules, and ompute statements. The parameter n below is an odd natural number.Program Pn: {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitn}.

odd← bit1,∼bit2, . . . ,∼bitn.

odd← ∼bit1, bit2,∼bit3 . . . ,∼bitn....
odd← bit1, bit2, bit3,∼bit4 . . . ,∼bitn.

odd← ∼bit1, bit2, bit3, bit4,∼bit5 . . . ,∼bitn....
odd← bit1, . . . , bitn.

compute {∼odd}.Program Qn: {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitn}.

odd1 ← bit1.

odd2 ← bit2,∼odd1. odd2 ← ∼bit2, odd1....
oddn ← bitn,∼oddn−1. oddn ← ∼bitn, oddn−1.

odd← oddn.

compute {∼odd}.The �rst program generates all subsets B of BITn = {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitn}, an-alyzes when |B| is odd, and aepts only subsets with non-odd (even) ardinality.Thus Pn has 2n−1 stable models M ⊆ BITn with |M | even but also 2n−1 basi rulesapturing subsets with odd ardinality. In ontrast, huge savings an be ahieved byintroduing new atoms odd1, . . . , oddn so that eah oddi is supposed to be true if andonly if |B∩{bit1, . . . , biti}| is odd. Using these, the oddness of |B| an be formalizedin terms of 2n basi rules. The resulting program Qn has 2n−1 stable models, butthey are not idential with the stable models of Qn due to new atoms involved. Thuswe have SM(Qn) 6= SM(Pn) and Qn 6≡ Pn for every odd natural number n.From the programmer's point of view, the programs Pn and Qn solve the sameproblem and should be onsidered equivalent if one neglets the interpretations of
odd1, . . . , oddn in the stable models of Qn. To this end, we adopt a slightly moregeneral notion of equivalene (Janhunen 2003; Janhunen 2006) whih takes thevisibility of atoms properly into aount. The key idea is that when two programs
P and Q are ompared, the hidden atoms in Hbh(P ) and Hbh(Q) are onsidered tobe loal to P and Q and thus negligible as far as the equivalene of the programsis onerned. In addition to this feature, a very strit (bijetive) orrespondene ofstable models is neessitated by the notion of visible equivalene.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 13De�nition 4.6 Logi programs P and Q are visibly equivalent, denoted P ≡v Q,if and only if Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) and there is a bijetion f : SM(P )→ SM(Q) suhthat for every M ∈ SM(P ), M ∩Hbv(P ) = f(M) ∩Hbv(Q).Proposition 4.7 The relation ≡v is an equivalene relation.By de�ning Hbv(Pn) = Hbv(Qn) = BITn for the programs Pn and Qn de�nedin Example 4.5 we obtain an intuitive relationship Qn ≡v Pn. The bijetion finvolved in this relationship maps a stable model M ∈ SM(Qn) to another f(M) =

M ∩BITn ∈ SM(Pn). Our following example demonstrates the ase in whih both
SM(P ) and SM(Q) have stable models that annot be distinguished if projetedto Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q), i.e., there are stable models M, N ∈ SM(P ) suh that M ∩

Hbv(P ) = N ∩ Hbv(P ) and analogously for Q. However, this does not neessarilyexlude the possibility for a bijetion in the sense of De�nition 4.6.Example 4.8 Consider logi programs P = {a← b. a← c. b← ∼c. c← ∼b. } and
Q = {{b, c}. a← b, c. a← ∼b,∼c. b← c,∼b. c← b,∼c. } with Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) =

{a} and Hbh(P ) = Hbh(Q) = {b, c}. The stable models of P are M1 = {a, b} and
M2 = {a, c} whereas for Q they are N1 = {a} and N2 = {a, b, c}. Thus P 6≡ Q islearly the ase, but we have a bijetion f : SM(P ) → SM(Q), whih maps Mi to
Ni for i ∈ {1, 2}, suh that M ∩Hbv(P ) = f(M) ∩Hbv(Q). Thus P ≡v Q holds.A brief omparison of ≡v and ≡ follows.Proposition 4.9 If Hb(P ) = Hb(Q) and Hbh(P ) = Hbh(Q) = ∅, then P ≡ Q

⇐⇒ P ≡v Q.In words, the two relations oinide when all atoms are visible. There is only aslight di�erene: ≡v insists on Hb(P ) = Hb(Q) whereas ≡ does not. Nevertheless,it follows by De�nition 2.3 that suh a di�erene is of little aount: Herbrand basesare always extendible to meet Hb(P ) = Hb(Q). The value of these observations isthat by implementing ≡v we obtain an implementation for ≡ as well. We will followthis strategy in Setion 5. Moreover, it is also lear by Proposition 4.9 that ≡v isnot a ongruene for ∪ and thus it does not support program substitutions like ≡s.Visible equivalene has its roots in the study of translation funtions (Janhunen2003; Janhunen 2006) and it was proposed as a faithfulness riterion for a trans-lation funtion Tr between lasses of programs, i.e., P ≡v Tr(P ) should hold forall programs P . The bijetive relationship of stable models ensures that a faithfultranslation (see Theorem 6.10 for an instane) preserves the number of stable mod-els. This is highly desirable in ASP where stable models orrespond to solutions ofproblems and the ability to ount solutions orretly after potential program trans-formations is of interest. However, this is not guaranteed, if we onsider weakeralternatives of ≡v obtained in a general framework based on equivalene frames(Eiter et al. 2005). Visible equivalene does not really �t into equivalene framesbased on projeted answer sets. A projetive variant of De�nition 4.6 would simplyimpose {M ∩Hbv(P ) | M ∈ SM(P )} = {N ∩Hbv(Q) | N ∈ SM(Q)} on P and Q



14 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenfor P ≡vp Q to hold, whih is learly implied by P ≡v Q but not vie versa. Thekey observation is that a weakly faithful translation funtion Tr, i.e., Tr satis�es
P ≡vp Tr(P ) for all P , does not neessarily preserve the number of stable models �ontraditing the general nature of ASP. As an illustration of these ideas, let us on-sider P = {a ← ∼b. b ← ∼a. } and Qn = Trexp(P ) = P ∪ {ci ← ∼di. di ← ∼ci. |

0 < i ≤ n} where n > 0 is a parameter of Trexp and Hbv(Q) = Hbv(P ) = {a, b}by de�nition. It follows that SM(P ) = {{a}, {b}} and Qn has 2n+1 stable modelsso that M ∩ {a, b} ∈ SM(P ) holds for eah M ∈ SM(Qn). Therefore P ≡vp Qnbut P 6≡v Qn hold for every n > 0, i.e., Trexp would be faithful only in the weakersense. A drawbak of translation funtions like Trexp is that for su�iently largevalues of n, it is no longer feasible to ount the number of stable models of P usingits translation Qn whih is only polynomially longer than P .Equivalene relations play also a role in forgetting. Given a logi program Pand a set of atoms F ⊆ Hb(P ), the goal is to remove all instanes of atoms of
F from P but preserve the semantis of P as far as possible. Eiter and Wang(2006) provide an aount of forgetting in the ase of disjuntive logi programs.The result of forgetting fg(P, F ) is not syntatially unique but its stable modelsare de�ned as the ⊆-minimal elements of SM(P ) \ F = {M \ F | M ∈ SM(P )}.For instane, the program Pn in Example 4.5 is a valid result of forgetting if weremove F = {odd1, . . . , oddn} from Qn. We note that forgetting a set of atoms Fis somewhat analogous to hiding F in P , i.e., setting Hbh(P ) = F , but obviousdi�erenes are that Hb(fg(P, F )) ∩ F = ∅ by de�nition and forgetting an a�etthe number of stable models in ontrast to hiding. Nevertheless, Eiter and Wang(2006) show that forgetting preserves weak equivalene in the sense that P ≡ Qimplies fg(P, F ) ≡ fg(Q, F ). This property is shared by ≡v in the fully visible aseas addressed in Proposition 4.9. In general, we an establish the following.Proposition 4.10 If P ≡v Q, then fg(P, Hbh(P )) ≡ fg(Q, Hbh(Q)).ProofLet us assume P ≡v Q whih implies both Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) and the exis-tene of a bijetion f in the sense of De�nition 4.6. Assuming fg(P, Hbh(P )) 6≡

fg(Q, Hbh(Q)), we derive without loss of generality the existene of a stable model
M ∈ SM(fg(P, Hbh(P ))) suh that M 6∈ SM(fg(Q, Hbh(Q))). Note that M is asubset of Hb(fg(P, Hbh(P ))) = Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) = Hb(fg(Q, Hbh(Q))) and a
⊆-minimal element in SM(P ) \Hbh(P ) de�ned in the preeding disussion.Then onsider any M ′ ∈ SM(P ) suh that M = M ′ \ Hbh(P ). It follows by theproperties of f that N ′ = f(M ′) ∈ SM(Q) and N ′ ∩Hbv(Q) = M ′ ∩Hbv(P ) = M .Thus M = N ′ \ Hbh(Q) belongs to SM(Q) \ Hbh(Q). Let us then assume that Mis not ⊆-minimal in this set, i.e., there is N ∈ SM(Q) \Hbh(Q) suh that N ⊂M .Using the properties of f and the same line of reasoning as above for M ′ and N ′but in the other diretion, we learn that N ∈ SM(P ) \ Hbh(P ) holds for N ⊂ M .A ontradition, sine M is ⊆-minimal in this set.It follows that M is also a ⊆-minimal element in SM(Q) \Hbh(Q) so that M ∈

SM(fg(Q, Hbh(Q))), a ontradition.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 151: funtion EqNaive(P, Q): Boolean;2: begin3: for M ∈ SM(P ) do4: if M 6= LM(QM )5: then return false;6: for N ∈ SM(Q) do7: if N 6= LM(P N )8: then return false;9: return true10: end
1: algorithm NotEq(P, Q);2: begin3: hoose M ⊆ Hb(P ) and N ⊆ Hb(Q);4: if M = LM(P M ) and M 6= LM(QM )5: then aept;6: if N = LM(QN) and N 6= LM(P N)7: then aept;8: rejet9: end(a) (b)Fig. 1. A naive deterministi and a nondeterministi algorithm for verifying P ≡ Q and

P 6≡ Q, respetively, when Hb(P ) = Hb(Q) and all atoms of P and Q are visible.4.2 Preliminary Analysis of the Equivalene Veri�ation ProblemThe de�nition of stable models is based on the whole Herbrand base Hb(P ) andhene it neglets whih atoms are visible and whih not. The weak equivalenerelation ≡ is based on the same line of thinking and in (Janhunen and Oikarinen2002), we presented methods for verifying the weak equivalene of two programs
P and Q satisfying Hb(P ) = Hb(Q). A relatively naive approah is to ross-hekthe stable models in SM(P ) and SM(Q) in order to establish SM(P ) = SM(Q) andthus P ≡ Q. The respetive deterministi algorithm EqNaive is desribed in Figure1 (a).6 The algorithm may use any algorithm suh as the one given by Simonset al. (2002) for enumerating the stable models of P and Q one at a time. Dueto FNP-ompleteness of the respetive funtion problem (Simons et al. 2002), theomputation of eah model may require time exponential in the length of input, i.e.,
||P || or ||Q||. The number of stable models to be ross-heked by a funtion all
EqNaive(P, Q) an also be exponential. However, the tests for instability on lines4 and 7 an be learly aomplished in polynomial time. This is beause the leastmodel LM(R) of any positive set of rules R an be omputed in time linear in ||R||using a generalization of the proedure developed by Dowling and Gallier (1984).On the other hand, we get an upper limit for the omputational time omplexityof the equivalene veri�ation problem by inspeting the nondeterministi algorithmpresented in Figure 1 (b). The idea is to selet an interpretation M for P (line 3)and to verify that M is a ounter-example to P ≡ Q (lines 4�7). Both tasks anbe ompleted in time linear in ||P ||+ ||Q||. Sine NotEq(P, Q) aepts its input inthe nondeterministi sense if and only if P 6≡ Q, we see that the equivalene veri-fying problem is a problem in coNP. On the other hand, heking the existene ofa stable model for a given logi program forms an NP-omplete deision problem(Simons et al. 2002). Thus one an establish the coNP-ompleteness of the veri�a-tion problem by reduing the omplement of the latter problem, i.e., heking that
6 For the sake of brevity, ompute statements (5) are not overed by EqNaive.



16 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinena logi program does not have stable models, to the problem of verifying that P isequivalent with {a ← ∼a} � a program having no stable models. These observa-tions on omputational omplexity suggest an alternative omputational strategyfor solving the equivalene veri�ation problem (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002;Oikarinen and Janhunen 2004). The idea is that ounter-examples for P ≡ Q areexpliitly spei�ed in terms of rules and then proved non-existent using the samesearh algorithm as what is used for the omputation of stable models.Unfortunately, further soures of omplexity arise if we allow the use of hiddenatoms in smodels programs and onsider ≡v rather than ≡. To see this, let usanalyze how the operation of EqNaive should be modi�ed in order to deal withinvisible atoms. In fat, eah ross-heking step has to be re�ned. It is no longerenough to ompute a stable model M for P . In addition to this, we have to ounthow many stable models of P oinide with M up to Hbv(P ), i.e., determine thenumber n = |{N ∈ SM(P ) | N ∩Hbv(P ) = M ∩Hbv(P )}|. Then it is su�ient tohek that Q has equally many stable models that oinide with M up to Hbv(P ).This line of thinking applies diretly to the pair of programs given in Example 4.8.By numbering stable models in the order they are enountered, we obtain thebasis for a bijetive relationship as insisted by De�nition 4.6. The bad news is thatthe omputational omplexity of ounting models appears to be muh higher than�nding a model; see (Roth 1996) for the ase of propositional satis�ability. Sinelassial models are easily aptured with stable models (Niemelä 1999), ountingstable models of a logi program annot be easier than ounting satisfying assign-ments for a set of propositional lauses. Thus the omplexity of verifying≡v appearsto be very high in general and restritions on visible atoms do not seem to provideus a way irumvent the ounting problem: If Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) = ∅ is assumed,then P ≡v Q if and only if P and Q have the same number of stable models.In order to avoid model ounting as disussed above, we should restrit ourselvesto logi programs P , for whih the set {N ∈ SM(P ) | N ∩Hbv(P ) = M ∩Hbv(P )}ontains exatly one element for eah M ∈ SM(P ). Then stable models M, N ∈

SM(P ) an be distinguished in terms of visible atoms:
M 6= N implies M ∩Hbv(P ) 6= N ∩Hbv(P ). (8)De�nition 4.11 Given an smodels program P , a set of interpretations C ⊆

2Hb(P ) is separable with Hbv(P ) if (8) holds for all M, N ∈ C, and we say that Phas separable stable models if SM(P ) is separable with Hbv(P ).Unfortunately, the separability of P and Q does not imply that EqNaive(P, Q)and NotEq(P, Q) work orretly as Hbh(P ) and Hbh(Q) di�er and may lead to un-neessary disquali�ation of models by the polynomial time tests M 6= LM(QM )and N 6= LM(PN ). These tests apture orretly onditions M 6∈ SM(Q) and
M 6∈ SM(P ), respetively, but when all atoms are visible. However, a higher om-putational omplexity is involved in the presene of invisible atoms. E.g. the for-mer test would have to be replaed by a omputation verifying that there is no
N ∈ SM(Q) suh that M ∩ Hbv(P ) = N ∩ Hbv(Q) holds. This tends to pushthe worst ase time omplexity of the equivalene veri�ation problem to the se-



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 17ond level of polynomial time hierarhy (Stokmeyer 1976). Thus it seems that weneed a stronger restrition than separability in order to keep the problem of ver-ifying P ≡v Q as a deision problem in coNP � an obvious prerequisite for thetranslation-based veri�ation tehnique in (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002).4.3 Programs Having Enough Visible AtomsIn the fully visible ase, the omplexity of the veri�ation problem is alleviated bythe omputation of least models in algorithm NotEq(P, Q). Those models are uniquemodels assoiated with the respetive Gelfond-Lifshitz redutions of programs andthey provide the basis for deteting the (in)stability of model andidates. Havingsuh a unique model for eah redut is the key property that we would like to arryover to the ase of programs involving invisible atoms. To ahieve this, we proposea semantial restrition for the lass of logi programs as follows. Given a logiprogram P and a set of atoms A ⊆ Hb(P ), we write Av and Ah for A∩Hbv(P ) and
A∩Hbh(P ), respetively. Moreover, we are going to use shorthands A, B, and H forthe respetive sets of atoms {a1, . . . , an}, {b1, . . . , bm}, and {h1, . . . , hl} appearingin rules (1) � (5). Analogously, the notations A = WA and ∼B = WB apture thesets of weights assoiated with A and B in the body of (4). The goal of De�nition4.12 is to extrat the hidden part Ph/Iv of an smodels program P by partiallyevaluating it with respet to an interpretation Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ) for its visible part.De�nition 4.12 For an smodels program P and an interpretation Iv ⊆ Hbv(P )for the visible part of P , the hidden part of P relative Iv, denoted Ph/Iv, ontains1. a basi rule h ← Ah,∼Bh ⇐⇒ there is a basi rule h ← A,∼B in P suh that
h ∈ Hbh(P ) and Iv |= Av ∪ ∼Bv;2. a hoie rule {Hh} ← Ah,∼Bh ⇐⇒ there is a hoie rule {H} ← A,∼B in Psuh that Hh 6= ∅ and Iv |= Av ∪ ∼Bv;3. a onstraint rule h← c′ {Ah,∼Bh} ⇐⇒ there is a onstraint rule h← c {A,∼B}in P suh that h ∈ Hbh(P ) and c′ = max(0, c− |{l ∈ Av ∪ ∼Bv | Iv |= l}|);4. a weight rule h ← w′ ≤ {Ah = WAh

,∼Bh = WBh
} ⇐⇒ there is a weight rule

h← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} in P suh that h ∈ Hbh(P ) and
w′ = max(0, w −WSIv(Av = WAv

,∼Bv = WBv
)); (9)5. and no ompute statements.This onstrution an be viewed as a generalization of the simpli�ation opera-tion simp(P, T, F ) proposed by Cholewinski and Truszzy«ski (1999) to the ase ofsmodels programs, but restrited in the sense that T and F are subsets of Hbv(P )rather than Hb(P ). More preisely put, we have Ph/Iv = simp(P, Iv , Hbv(P )− Iv)for a normal program, i.e., a set of basi rules P .Roughly speaking, our idea is to allow the use of invisible atoms as long as theydo not interfere with the number of stable models obtained for the visible part. Weonsider the invisible part of a program �well-behaving� in this sense if and only if

M = LM((Ph/Iv)
M ) has a unique �xpoint M for every Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ). In partiular,



18 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenit should be pointed out that De�nition 4.12 exludes ompute statements whihare not supposed to a�et this property (in perfet analogy to De�nition 3.8).De�nition 4.13 An smodels program P has enough visible atoms if and only if
Ph/Iv has a unique stable model for every Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ).This property an be ahieved for any program by making su�iently manyatoms visible. To see this, onsider De�nition 4.12 when Hbv(P ) = Hb(P ) and
Hbh(P ) = ∅: it follows that Ph/Iv = ∅ for whih the existene of a unique stablemodel is immediate. Generally speaking, verifying the property of having enoughvisible atoms an be omputationally quite hard in the worst ase, but this propertyfavorably trades o� the omplexity of verifying ≡v as we shall see in Setion 5.Proposition 4.14 Cheking whether an smodels program P has enough visibleatoms forms a coNP-hard deision problem EVA that belongs to Π

p
2
.Here the language EVA onsists of smodels programs that have enough visibleatoms. For the proof, we introdue two further languages EVA≤1 and EVA≥1.The former inludes those smodels programs P for whih Ph/Iv has at most onestable model for every Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ). The latter is de�ned analogously, but atleast one stable model for eah Ph/Iv is demanded. It should be now lear that

EVA = EVA≤1 ∩EVA≥1 whih provides us a basis for omplexity analysis.Proof of Proposition 4.14To show that EVA≤1 ∈ coNP, we desribe a nondeterministi Turing mahine
M>1 that aepts the omplement of EVA≤1. Given a �nite smodels program Pas input, the mahine M>1 hooses nondeterministially two interpretations I, J ⊆

Hbv(P ) and omputes Q = Ph/Iv. Then M>1 heks in polynomial time that
Iv = Jv and Ih 6= Jh as well as that both Ih and Jh are stable models of Q. If not,it rejets the input and aepts it otherwise. It follows that M>1 aepts P in thenondeterministi sense if and only if P 6∈ EVA≤1. Hene EVA≤1 ∈ coNP.The ase of EVA≥1 is handled by presenting a nondeterministi mahine M0whih uses an NP orale and whih aepts the omplement of EVA≥1. The ma-hine M0 hooses nondeterministially an interpretation Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ) for the input
P . Then it omputes Ph/Iv and onsults an NP-orale (Simons et al. 2002) tohek whether Ph/Iv has a stable model. If not, it aepts the input and rejets itotherwise. Given the orale, these omputations an be aomplished in polynomialtime. Now M0 aepts P in the nondeterministi sense if and only if P 6∈ EVA≥1.Thus we have established that EVA≥1 ∈ Π

p
2
.We may now ombine M>1 and M0 into one orale mahine M that aepts ansmodels program P ⇐⇒ M>1 aepts P or M0 aepts P . Equivalently, we have

P 6∈ EVA≤1 or P 6∈ EVA≥1, i.e., P 6∈ (EVA≤1 ∩EVA≥1) = EVA. Sine M is anorale mahine with an NP orale, we have atually shown that EVA ∈ Π
p
2
.To establish coNP-hardness, we present a redution from 3SAT to EVA. So letus onsider an instane of SAT, i.e., a �nite set S = {C1, . . . , Cn} of three-literallauses Ci of the form l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l3 where eah li is either an atom a or its lassial



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 19negation ¬a. Eah lause Ci is translated into a rule u ← f1, f2, f3 where fi = afor li = ¬a and fi = ∼a for li = a. The outome is an smodels program PS whihonsists of lauses of S translated in this way plus two additional rules s ← ∼uand x ← s,∼x. Moreover, we de�ne Hbv(PS) = Hb(S) and Hbh(PS) = {u, s, x}so that either (PS)h/Iv = {u. s ← ∼u. x ← s,∼x} or (PS)h/Iv = {s ← ∼u. x ←

s,∼x} depending on Iv ⊆ Hbv(PS). It follows that S ∈ 3SAT ⇐⇒ there isan interpretation J ⊆ Hb(S) suh that J |= S ⇐⇒ there is an interpretation
Iv = J ⊆ Hbv(PS) suh that u does not appear as a fat in (PS)h/Iv ⇐⇒ thereis an interpretation Iv ⊆ Hbv(PS) suh that (PS)h/Iv has no stable models ⇐⇒
PS has not enough visible atoms, sine (PS)h/Iv annot have several stable models.Thus we may onlude EVA to be coNP-hard.Although the lassi�ation of EVA given in Proposition 4.14 is not exat, ex-ponential worst ase time omplexity should be lear. However, there are ertainsyntati lasses of logi programs whih are guaranteed to have enough visibleatoms and no omputational e�orts are needed to verify this. For instane, pro-grams P for whih Ph/Iv is always positive or strati�ed (Apt et al. 1988) in somesense. Note that suh syntati restritions need not be imposed on the visible partof P whih may then fully utilize expressiveness of rules.Example 4.15 Consider logi programs P = {a ← b. }, Q = {a ← c. c ← b. },and R = {a← ∼c. c← ∼d. d← b. } with Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) = Hbv(R) = {a, b}.Given Iv = ∅, the hidden parts are Ph/Iv = ∅, Qh/Iv = ∅, and Rh/Iv = {c ←

∼d. } for whih we obtain unique stable models MP = MQ = ∅ and MR = {c}. Onthe other hand, we obtain Ph/Jv = ∅, Qh/Jv = {c. }, and Rh/Jv = {c← ∼d. d. }for Jv = {a, b}. Thus the respetive unique stable models of the hidden parts are
NP = ∅ and NQ = {c}, and NR = {d}.Next we relate the property of having enough visible atoms with the model sep-aration property. The proof of Lemma 4.16 takes plae in Appendix A.Lemma 4.16 Let P be an smodels program. If M ⊆ Hb(P ) is a stable model of
P , then Mh is a stable model of Ph/Mv as given in De�nition 4.12.Proposition 4.17 Let P be an smodels program. If P has enough visible atoms,then P has separable stable models.ProofSuppose that P is an smodels program whih has enough visible atoms but SM(P )is not separable with Hbv(P ). Then there are two stable modelsN, M ∈ SM(P ) suhthatMv = Nv but Mh 6= Nh. ThusMh andNh are stable models of Ph/Mv = Ph/Nvby Lemma 4.16. A ontradition as P has enough visible atoms.The onverse of Proposition 4.17 does not hold in general. Consider, for instane
P = {a ← ∼a. b ← a,∼b. } with Hbv(P ) = {a}. Sine SM(P ) = ∅, it is triviallyseparable with Hbv(P ). But for Iv = {a} ⊆ Hbv(P ), the hidden part Ph/Iv = {b←

∼b. } has no stable models and thus P does not have enough visible atoms.



20 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen5 Translation-Based Veri�ationIn this setion, we onentrate on developing a translation-based veri�ation teh-nique for visible equivalene, i.e., the relation ≡v introdued in Setion 4. Roughlyspeaking, our idea is to translate given smodels programs P and Q into a singlesmodels program EQT(P, Q) whih has a stable model if and only if P has astable model M for whih Q does not have a stable model N suh that Mv = Nv.We aim to use suh a translation for �nding a ounter-example for P ≡v Q when
Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) and both P and Q have enough visible atoms. Note that if
Hbv(P ) 6= Hbv(Q), then P 6≡v Q follows diretly by De�nition 4.6. As already dis-ussed in Setion 4, we need the property of having enough visible atoms to tradeo� omputational omplexity so that a polynomial translation is ahievable. Thegood news is that the programs produed by the front-end lparse have this prop-erty by default unless too many atoms are expliitly hidden by the programmer.Our strategy for �nding a ounter-examples M is based on the following four steps.1. Find a stable model M ∈ SM(P ) for P .2. Find the unique stable model Nh for Qh/Mv.3. Form an interpretation N = Mv ∪Nh.4. Chek that N 6∈ SM(Q), i.e., N 6= LM(QN) or N 6|= CompS(Q).Here the idea is that the uniqueness of Nh with respet to Mv exludes thepossibility that Q ould possess another stable model N ′ 6= N suh that Mv = N ′

v.This follows essentially by Lemma 4.16: if N ′ ∈ SM(Q) were the ase, then N ′
hwould be unique for N ′

v = Mv = Nv, i.e., N ′
h = Nh and N = N ′.In the sequel, we present a translation funtion EQT that e�etively apturesthe four steps listed above within a single smodels program EQT(P, Q). In orderto ombine several programs in one, we have to rename atoms and thus introduenew atoms outside Hb(P ) ∪Hb(Q):

• a new atom a◦ for eah atom a ∈ Hbh(Q) and
• a new atom a• for eah atom a ∈ Hb(Q).The former atoms will be used in the representation of Qh/Mv while the latter areto appear in the translation of QN . The intuitive readings of a◦ and a• are that

a ∈ Nh and a ∈ LM(QN) hold, respetively. For notational onveniene, we extendthe notations a◦ and a• for sets of atoms A as well as sets of positive rules R in theobvious way. For instane, A◦ denotes {a◦ | a ∈ A} for any A ⊆ Hbh(Q).De�nition 5.1 Let P and Q be smodels programs suh that Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q).The translation EQT(P, Q) = P ∪Hidden◦(Q) ∪ Least•(Q) ∪UnStable(Q) extends
P with three sets of rules to be made preise by De�nitions 5.2�5.4. Atoms c, d,and e introdued in De�nition 5.4 are assumed to be new.As regards our strategy for representing ounter-examples, the rules in the trans-lation EQT(P, Q) play the following roles. The rules of P apture a stable model
M for P while the rest of the translation ensures that Q does not have a stable



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 21model N suh that Mv = Nv. To make the forthoming de�nitions more aessi-ble for the reader, we use simple normal programs P = {a ← ∼b. b ← ∼a. } and
Q = {a← b,∼a. b← ∼a. } with Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) = {a} as our running example.The rules ontributed by De�nitions 5.1�5.4 are olleted together in Fig. 2.De�nition 5.2 The translation Hidden◦(Q) of an smodels program Q ontains1. a basi rule h◦ ← A◦

h, Av,∼B◦
h,∼Bv for eah basi rule

h← A,∼B in Q with h ∈ Hbh(Q);2. a onstraint rule h◦ ← c {A◦
h, Av,∼B◦

h,∼Bv} for eah onstraint rule
h← c {A,∼B} in Q with h ∈ Hbh(Q);3. a hoie rule {H◦

h} ← A◦
h, Av,∼B◦

h,∼Bv for eah hoie rule
{H} ← A,∼B in Q with Hh 6= ∅; and4. a weight rule h◦ ← w ≤ {A◦

h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

,∼B◦
h = WB◦

h
,∼Bv = WBv

} foreah weight rule h← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} in Q with h ∈ Hbh(Q).The translation Hidden◦(Q) inludes rules whih provide a representation for thehidden part Qh/Mv whih depends dynamially on Mv. This is ahieved by leavingthe visible atoms from Hbv(Q) = Hbv(P ) untouhed. However, the hidden parts ofrules are renamed systematially using atoms from Hbh(Q)◦. This is to apture theunique stable model Nh of Qh/Mv but renamed as N◦
h . 7 In our running example,the program Q has only one rule with a hidden atom b in its head and that rulegets translated into b◦ ← ∼a due to the visibility of a.De�nition 5.3 The translation Least•(Q) of an smodels program Q onsists of1. a rule h• ← A•,∼Bv,∼B◦

h for eah basi rule h← A,∼B in Q;2. a rule h• ← c {A•,∼Bv,∼B◦
h} for eah onstraint rule h← c {A,∼B} in Q;3. a rule h• ← A•∪{h},∼Bv,∼B◦

h (resp. h• ← A•∪{h◦},∼Bv,∼B◦
h) for eah hoierule {H} ← A,∼B in Q and head atom h ∈ Hv (resp. h ∈ Hh); and4. a rule h• ← w ≤ {A• = WA• ,∼Bv = WBv

,∼B◦
h = WB◦

h
} for eah weight rule

h← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} in Q.The rules in Least•(Q) ath the least model LM(QN) for N = Mv ∪ Nh butexpressed in Hb(Q)• rather than Hb(Q). Note that N is represented as Mv ∪ N◦
hwhih explains the treatment of negative body literals on the basis of visibilityin these rules. Two rules result for our running example. The negative literal ∼aappearing in the bodies of both rules is not subjet to renaming beause a is visible.De�nition 5.4 The translation UnStable(Q) of an smodels program Q inludes1. rules d← a,∼a• and d← a•,∼a for eah a ∈ Hbv(Q);2. rules d← a◦,∼a• and d← a•,∼a◦ for eah a ∈ Hbh(Q);3. a rule c← ∼a•,∼d for eah positive literal a ∈ CompS(Q);4. a rule c← b•,∼d for eah negative literal ∼b ∈ CompS(Q);

7 For the sake of simpliity, it is assumed that Q does not involve ompute statements referringto invisible atoms in order to ahieve the property of having enough visible atoms.
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P : a← ∼b. b← ∼a.

Hidden◦(Q) : b◦ ← ∼a.
Least•(Q) : a• ← b•,∼a. b• ← ∼a.

UnStable(Q) : d← a,∼a•. d← a•,∼a.
d← b◦,∼b•. d← b•,∼b◦.
e← c. e← d.
compute {e}.Fig. 2. The rules of the translation EQT(P, Q) for P = {a← ∼b. b← ∼a. } and

Q = {a← b,∼a. b← ∼a. } where a is visible and b is hidden.5. rules e← c and e← d; and6. a ompute statement compute {e}.The purpose of UnStable(Q) is to disqualify N as a stable model of Q. The rulesin Items 1 and 2 hek if N and LM(QN ) di�er. If not, then the rules in Items 3and 4 hek if LM(QN ) violates some ompute statement of Q. The rules in Item5 summarize the two possible reasons why Q does not have a stable model N suhthat Mv = Nv. This is then insisted by the ompute statement in Item 6. In ourrunning example, the program Q is free of ompute statements and hene only rulesfor d and e are inluded in the translation.Example 5.5 The translation EQT(P, Q) given in Fig. 2 has two stable models
{a, d, e} and {b, b◦, a•, b•, d, e} from whih we an read o� ounter-examples M1 =

{a} and M2 = {b} for P ≡v Q and the respetive disquali�ed interpretations for
Q, i.e., N1 = {a} and N2 = {b}. The models LM(QN1) = ∅ and LM(QN2) = {a, b}are also easy to extrat by projeting the stable models of EQT(P, Q) with {a•, b•}.As regards the translation EQT(P, Q) as whole, we note that Hb(EQT(P, Q))equals to Hb(P ) ∪Hbh(Q)◦ ∪Hb(Q)• ∪ {c, d, e}. Moreover, the translation is loseto being linear. Item 3 in De�nition 5.1 makes an exeption in this respet, butlinearity an be ahieved in pratise by introduing a new atom br for eah hoierule r. Then the rules in the fourth item an be replaed by h• ← h, br (resp.
h• ← h◦, br) and br ← A•,∼Bv,∼B◦

h. However, we use the urrent de�nition inorder to avoid the introdution of further new atoms.Let us then address the orretness of the translation EQT(P, Q). We begin byomputing the Gelfond-Lifshitz redut of the translation EQT(P, Q).Lemma 5.6 Let P and Q be two smodels programs suh that Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q)and I ⊆ Hb(P ) ∪ Hbh(Q)◦ ∪ Hb(Q)• ∪ {c, d, e} an interpretation of EQT(P, Q).Moreover, de�ne M = I ∩Hb(P ), Nh = {a ∈ Hbh(Q) | a◦ ∈ I}, N = Mv∪Nh, and
L = {a ∈ Hb(Q) | a• ∈ I} so that N◦

h = I ∩Hbh(Q)◦ and L• = I ∩Hb(Q)•.The Gelfond-Lifshitz redut EQT(P, Q)I onsists of PM extended by reduts
Hidden◦(Q)I , Least•(Q)I , and UnStable(Q)I spei�ed as follows.First, the redut Hidden◦(Q)I inludes
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h, Av ⇐⇒ there is a basi rule h ← A,∼B in Q suh that h ∈

Hbh(Q), and N |= ∼B;2. a rule h◦ ← c′ {A◦
h, Av} where c′ = max(0, c− |{b ∈ B | N |= ∼b}|) ⇐⇒ there isa onstraint rule h← c {A,∼B} in Q suh that h ∈ Hbh(Q);3. a rule h◦ ← A◦

h, Av ⇐⇒ there is a hoie rule {H} ← A,∼B in Q suh that
h ∈ Hh 6= ∅, Nh |= h, and N |= ∼B; and4. a rule h◦ ← w′ ≤ {A◦

h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

} where w′ = max(0, w −WSN (∼B =

WB)) ⇐⇒ there is a weight rule h ← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} in Q suh that
h ∈ Hbh(Q).Seond, the redut Least•(Q)I onsists of5. a rule h• ← A• ⇐⇒ there is a basi rule h← A,∼B in Q suh that N |= ∼B;6. a rule h• ← c′ {A•} where c′ = max(0, c − |{b ∈ B | N |= ∼b}|) ⇐⇒ there is aonstraint rule h← c {A,∼B} in Q;7. a rule h• ← A• ∪ {h} (resp. h• ← A• ∪ {h◦}) ⇐⇒ there is a hoie rule {H} ←
A,∼B in Q with h ∈ Hv (resp. h ∈ Hh) suh that N |= ∼B; and8. a rule h• ← w′ ≤ {A• = WA•} where w′ = max(0, w −WSN (∼B = WB)) ⇐⇒there is a weight rule h← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} in Q.Third, the set UnStable(Q)I ontains9. a rule d← a ⇐⇒ there is a ∈ Hbv(Q) suh that L 6|= a;10. a rule d← a◦ ⇐⇒ there is a ∈ Hbh(Q) suh that L 6|= a;11. a rule d← a• ⇐⇒ there is a ∈ Hb(Q) suh that N 6|= a;12. the fat c← ⇐⇒ there is a ∈ CompS(Q) suh that L 6|= a and I 6|= d;13. a rule c← b• ⇐⇒ there is ∼b ∈ CompS(Q) and I 6|= d; and14. the rules e← c and e← d.Lemma 5.6 an be easily veri�ed by inspeting the de�nition of the translation
EQT(P, Q) (De�nitions 5.1�5.4) rule by rule and using the de�nitions of M , N ,and L as well as the generalization of Gelfond-Lifshitz redut for the various ruletypes (De�nition 3.4). The following proposition summarizes a number propertiesof LM(EQT(P, Q)I) whih are used in the sequel to prove our main theorem.Proposition 5.7 Let P , Q, I, M , N , and L be de�ned as in Lemma 5.6. De�neonditions (i) M = LM(PM ), (ii) Nh = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh), and (iii) L = LM(QN ).1. LM(EQT(P, Q)I) ∩Hb(P ) = LM(PM ).2. If (i), then LM(EQT(P, Q)I) ∩Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦.3. If (i) and (ii), then LM(EQT(P, Q)I) ∩Hb(Q)• = LM(QN)•.4. If (i), (ii), and (iii), then the set of atoms A = LM(EQT(P, Q)I)∩{c, d, e} satis�es(a) d ∈ A ⇐⇒ N 6= L,(b) c ∈ A ⇐⇒ d 6∈ I and L 6|= CompS(Q), and() e ∈ A ⇐⇒ c ∈ A or d ∈ A.Theorem 5.8 Let P and Q be two smodels programs suh that Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q)and Q has enough visible atoms. Then the translation EQT(P, Q) has a stable modelif and only if there is M ∈ SM(P ) suh that for all N ∈ SM(Q), Nv 6= Mv.



24 T. Janhunen and E. OikarinenThe proofs of Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 are given in Appendix A. As aorollary of Theorem 5.8, we obtain a new method for verifying the visible equiva-lene of P and Q. Weak equivalene ≡ is overed by making all atoms of P and Qvisible whih implies that the programs in question have enough visible atoms.Corollary 5.9 Let P and Q be two smodels programs so that Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q)and both P and Q have enough visible atoms. Then P ≡v Q if and only if thetranslations EQT(P, Q) and EQT(Q, P ) have no stable models.5.1 Computational Complexity RevisitedIn this setion, we review the omputational omplexity of verifying visible equiv-alene of smodels programs using the redution involved in Theorem 5.8. First,we will introdue languages orresponding to the deision problems of our interestand analyze their worst-ase time omplexities. The main goal is to establish thatthe veri�ation of visible equivalene forms a coNP-omplete deision problem forsmodels programs that have enough visible atoms.De�nition 5.10 For any smodels programs P and Q,
• P ∈ SM ⇐⇒ there is a stable model M ∈ SM(P );
• 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPR ⇐⇒ Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q) and for eah M ∈ SM(P ), there is

N ∈ SM(Q) suh that Nv = Mv;
• 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPL ⇐⇒ 〈Q, P 〉 ∈ IMPR; and
• 〈P, Q〉 ∈ EQV ⇐⇒ P ≡v Q.The omputational omplexity of SM is already well-understood: it forms an

NP-omplete deision problem (Marek and Truszzy«ski 1991; Simons et al. 2002)and thus its omplement SM is coNP-omplete.Theorem 5.11 IMPR, IMPL, and EQV are coNP-omplete deision problemsfor smodels programs having enough visible atoms.ProofLet us establish that (i) IMPR ∈ coNP and (ii) SM an be redued to IMPR.(i) Let P and Q be two smodels programs having enough visible atoms. Then de�nea redution r from IMPL to SM by setting r(P, Q) = EQT(P, Q) if Hbv(P ) =

Hbv(Q) and r(P, Q) = ∅ otherwise. To justify that r(P, Q) an be omputed inpolynomial time we make the following observations. The ondition Hbv(P ) =

Hbv(Q) an be veri�ed in linear time if atoms in Hbv(P ) and Hbv(Q) are or-dered, e.g., alphabetially. If not, sorting an be done in time of O(n log n) where
n = max(|Hbv(P )|, |Hbv(Q)|). Moreover, we an identify four subprograms of
EQT(P, Q), i.e., P , Hidden◦(Q), Least•(Q), and UnStable(Q) in De�nition 5.1whose lengths depend mostly linearly on ||P ||, ||Q||, and |Hb(Q)|, respetively.The rules of Item 3 make the only exeption with a quadrati blow-up.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 25It follows by De�nition 5.10 and Theorem 5.8 that 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPR ⇐⇒ r(P, Q) 6∈

SM, i.e., r(P, Q) ∈ SM. Sine SM ∈ coNP (Simons et al. 2002) and r is apolynomial time redution from IMPR to SM, IMPR ∈ coNP.(ii) Let R be any smodels program. Now R ∈ SM ⇐⇒ R 6∈ SM ⇐⇒ SM(R) = ∅.Then onsider any smodels program ⊥ having no stable models, i.e., SM(⊥) = ∅,with a visible Herbrand base Hbv(⊥) = Hbv(R). It follows that SM(R) = ∅ ⇐⇒

〈R,⊥〉 ∈ IMPR. Thus R ∈ SM ⇐⇒ 〈R,⊥〉 ∈ IMPR.Items (i) and (ii) above imply that IMPR is coNP-omplete. The lassi�ationof IMPL follows by a trivial redution 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPR ⇐⇒ 〈Q, P 〉 ∈ IMPLthat works in both diretions, i.e., from IMPR to IMPL and bak.The ase of EQV follows. De�nitions 4.6 and 5.10 imply that 〈P, Q〉 ∈ EQV

⇐⇒ 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPR and 〈P, Q〉 ∈ IMPL. Thus EQV = IMPR ∩ IMPL and
EQV ∈ coNP as coNP is losed under intersetion. The coNP-hardness of EQVfollows easily as it holds for any smodels programR and a trivial smodels program
⊥ with SM(⊥) = ∅ and Hbv(⊥) = Hbv(R) that R ∈ SM ⇐⇒ 〈R,⊥〉 ∈ EQV.Thus we may onlude that EQV is coNP-omplete.6 Weight Constraint ProgramsThe veri�ation method presented in Setion 5 overs the lass of smodels pro-grams as de�ned in Setion 2. This lass orresponds very losely to the inputlanguage of the smodels searh engine but it exludes optimization statementswhih will not be addressed in this paper. In this setion we onentrate on ex-tending our translation-based veri�ation method for the input language supportedby the front-end of the smodels system, namely lparse (Syrjänen 2001; Syrjänenand Niemelä 2001). The lass of weight onstraint programs (Simons et al. 2002)provides a suitable abstration of this language in the propositional ase. 8 Simonset al. (2002) show how weight onstraint programs an be transformed into smod-els programs using a modular translation that introdues new atoms. Our strategyis to use this translation to establish that the weak equivalene of two weight on-straint programs redues to the visible equivalene of the respetive translations.Next we introdue the syntax and semantis of weight onstraint programs. Re-alling the syntax of weight rules (4), a natural way to extend their expressivenessis to allow more versatile use of weights as well as onstraints assoiated with them.This is ahieved by reognizing weight onstraints as �rst-lass itizens and usingthem as basi building bloks of rules instead of plain atoms.De�nition 6.1 A weight onstraint C is an expression of the form

l ≤ {a1 = wa1
, . . . , an = wan

,∼b1 = wb1 , . . . ,∼bm = wbm
} ≤ u, (10)where ai's and bj's are atoms, and l, u, wai

's, and wbj
's are natural numbers.

8 Sine lparse is responsible for instantiating variables and pre-interpreting ertain funtionsymbols the input language is atually muh more general.



26 T. Janhunen and E. OikarinenAs before, we use a shorthand l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u for a weightonstraint (10) where A = {a1, . . . , an} and B = {b1, . . . , bm} are the sets of atomsappearing in the onstraint. The numbers l and u give the respetive lower andupper bounds for the onstraint. De�nition 6.1 an be extended to the ase whereintegers rather than natural numbers are used as weights. However, negative weightsan be translated away (Simons et al. 2002) from weight onstraints.De�nition 6.2 A weight onstraint rule is an expression of the form
C0 ← C1, . . . , Cr (11)where Ci is a weight onstraint for eah i ∈ {0, . . . , r}.A weight onstraint program is a program onsisting of weight onstraint rules.As a weight onstraint rule (11) is a generalization of a weight rule (4), we an de�nethe satisfation relation for weight onstraint programs in analogy to De�nition 3.2.De�nition 6.3 For a weight onstraint program P and an interpretation I ⊆

Hb(P ),1. a weight onstraint C of the form l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u is satis�ed in I

⇐⇒ l ≤WSI(A = WA,∼B = WB) ≤ u,2. a weight onstraint rule of the form C0 ← C1, . . . ,Cr is satis�ed in I ⇐⇒ I |= C0is implied by I |= C1, . . ., and I |= Cr, and3. I |= P ⇐⇒ I |= r for every weight onstraint rule r ∈ P .The stable model semantis of normal programs Gelfond and Lifshitz (1988)an be generalized to the ase of weight onstraint programs using the redutiondevised for them by Simons et al. (2002).De�nition 6.4 Given an interpretation I for a weight onstraint C of the form
l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u, the redut CI is the onstraint l′ ≤ {A = WA}where the lower bound l′ = max(0, l −WSI(∼B = WB)).De�nition 6.5 For a weight onstraint program P and an interpretation I ⊆

Hb(P ), the redut P I ontains a redued weight onstraint rule h ← CI
1 , . . . , CI

rfor eah C0 ← C1, . . . , Cr ∈ P and h ∈ A0 ∩ I satisfying for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
WSI(Ai = WAi

,∼Bi = WBi
) ≤ ui.It should be pointed out that P I onsists of Horn onstraint rules of the form

h ← C1, . . . , Cr, where h is an atom, eah onstraint Ci ontains only positiveliterals and has only a lower bound ondition. We say that a weight onstraintprogram P is positive if all the rules in P are Horn onstraint rules. Thus P I ispositive by de�nition. The properties of minimal models arry over to the ase ofweight onstraint programs, too. Thus a positive weight onstraint program P hasa unique minimal model, the least model, LM(P ), and we an de�ne stable modelsfor weight onstraints programs almost in analogy to smodels programs.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 27De�nition 6.6 An interpretation M ⊆ Hb(P ) for a weight onstraint program Pis a stable model of P ⇐⇒ (i) M |= P and (ii) M = LM(P M ).This de�nition is only slightly di�erent from De�nition 3.8 as M |= P ⇐⇒ M |=

PM does not hold generally for weight onstraint programs � making ondition (i)in De�nition 6.6 neessary. However, if we onsider the restrited language desribedin Setion 2 and interpret the rules involved as weight onstraint rules (11), thenDe�nitions 3.8 and 6.6 yield the same semantis as stated below. To this end, weonsider only hoie rules (3) and weight rules (4) without loss of generality. Simonset al. (2002) enode rules of these forms using the following weight onstraint rules:
0 ≤ {h1 = 1, . . . ,hl = 1} ←

n + m ≤ {a1 = 1, . . . ,an = 1,∼b1 = 1, . . . ,∼bm = 1} (12)
1 ≤ {h = 1} ← w ≤ {a1 = wa1

, . . . ,an = wan
,∼b1 = wb1 , . . . ,∼bm = wbm

} (13)Proposition 6.7 Let P be an smodels program and Pw its representation as aweight onstraint program. Then for any interpretation M ⊆ Hb(P ) = Hb(Pw),
M = LM(PM ) ⇐⇒ M |= Pw and M = LM(PM

w ).The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix A. Simons et al. (2002) showhow weight onstraint programs an be translated into smodels programs onsist-ing only of basi rules (1), hoie rules (3) and weight rules (4). The translation ishighly modular so that eah weight onstraint rule an be translated independentlyof eah other. However, in order to keep the length of the translation linear, two newatoms have to be introdued for eah weight onstraint appearing in a program.De�nition 6.8 The translation TrSNS(C) of a weight onstraint C of the form
l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u is translated into two weight rules

sat(C)← l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB}. (14)
unsat(C)← u + 1 ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB}. (15)where sat(C) and unsat(C) are new atoms spei� to C.De�nition 6.9 Let P be a weight onstraint program and f 6∈ Hb(P ) a new atom.The translation of P into an smodels program TrSNS(P ) onsists of1. TrSNS(C) for eah weight onstraint C appearing in P and2. the following smodels rules introdued for eah C0 ← C1, . . . , Cr ∈ P :
{A0} ← sat(C1),∼unsat(C1), . . . , sat(Cr),∼unsat(Cr). (16)

f ← ∼sat(C0), sat(C1),∼unsat(C1), . . . , sat(Cr),∼unsat(Cr). (17)
f ← unsat(C0), sat(C1),∼unsat(C1), . . . , sat(Cr),∼unsat(Cr). (18)

compute {∼f}. (19)where A0 is the set of positive default literals appearing in C0.The visible Herbrand base of TrSNS(P ) is de�ned by Hbv(TrSNS(P )) = Hbv(P ).



28 T. Janhunen and E. OikarinenLet us then brie�y explain intuitions underlying TrSNS. The rules given in (14)and (15) hek whether the lower bound l of the weight onstraint C is satis�ed theupper bound u of C is not satis�ed, respetively, and then sat(C) and unsat(C)an be inferred by the rules aordingly. The hoie rule in (16) makes any subsetof A0 true if the body of the weight onstraint rule is satis�ed in the sense ofDe�nition 6.3, i.e., all lower bounds and upper bounds are met. Finally, two basirules in (17) and (18) and the ompute statement in (19) ensure the satisfationof the head onstraint C0 whenever the body C1, . . . ,Cr is satis�ed. A very tightorrespondene of stable models is obtained using the translation TrSNS(P ).Theorem 6.10 The translation funtion TrSNS is faithful, i.e., P ≡v TrSNS(P )holds for all weight onstraint programs P .The proof of the theorem an be found in Appendix A. Theorem 6.10 and De�ni-tion 6.9 imply together that the visible equivalene of weight onstraint programsan be redued to that of smodels programs using TrSNS.Corollary 6.11 For all weight onstraint programs P and Q,
P ≡v Q ⇐⇒ TrSNS(P ) ≡v TrSNS(Q).However, we have to address the degree of visibility of atoms in the translation

TrSNS(P ) in order to apply the translation-based method presented in Setion 5.Realling the limitations of the method, we should establish that TrSNS(P ) and
TrSNS(Q) have enough visible atoms under some reasonable assumptions about Pand Q. For the sake of simpliity, we will only onsider a relatively straightforwardsetting made preise in Proposition 6.12. Nevertheless, it implies the appliabilityof our veri�ation method to a substantial lass of weight onstraint programs.Proposition 6.12 If P is a weight onstraint program suh that Hbh(P ) = ∅, then
TrSNS(P ) has enough visible atoms.ProofLet P be any weight onstraint program suh that Hbh(P ) = ∅, i.e., Hbv(P ) =

Hb(P ). Moreover, let us pik any interpretation Iv ⊆ Hbv(P ). Sine Hbh(P ) = ∅we have Iv = I so that I is atually an interpretation for the whole program.Let us then onsider any rule C0 ← C1, . . . ,Cr ∈ P and its translation under
TrSNS as given in De�nition 6.9. Sine Hbv(TrSNS(P )) = Hbv(P ) by de�nition and
I = Iv, the rules involved in the translation ontribute to Ph/Iv as follows: (14)is redued to sat(Ci) ← l′i ≤ {} where l′i = max(0, li − wi) for wi = WSIv(Ai =

WAi
,∼Bi = WBi

); (15) is redued to unsat(Ci)← u′
i ≤ {} where u′

i = max(0, (ui +

1) − wi); (16) is dropped altogether as (A0)h = ∅; (17) and (18) remain intatbeause they involve only hidden atoms; and (19) is dropped by de�nition.Let us then verify that TrSNS(P )h/Iv is a strati�ed program. After inspeting thedependenies in the redued rules, we note that the hidden atoms in Hb(TrSNS(P ))an be assigned to strata as follows: the atoms sat(C) and unsat(C) assoiated



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 29with weight onstraints C belong to stratum 0 and f belongs to stratum 1. Thus
TrSNS(P ) is essentially a strati�ed normal logi program as the remainders of weightrules at as fats. Then TrSNS(P ) has a unique stable model (Apt et al. 1988).By denying ourrenes of hidden atoms in weight onstraint programs, we obtaina translation-based method for verifying weak equivalene. Note that the require-ment Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q), i.e., Hb(P ) = Hb(Q) in this ase, an be easily met byextending the Herbrand bases of programs as disussed in Setion 2.Corollary 6.13 Let P and Q two weight onstraint programs suh that Hbh(P ) =

Hbh(Q) = ∅ and Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Q). Then P ≡ Q ⇐⇒ TrSNS(P ) ≡v TrSNS(Q)

⇐⇒ the translations EQT(TrSNS(P ), TrSNS(Q)) and EQT(TrSNS(Q), TrSNS(P ))have no stable models.It seems that hidden atoms an be tolerated in weight onstraint programs tosome degree, but we skip suh an extension of Corollary 6.13 for spae reasons.Nevertheless, the result established above enables us to implement the veri�ationof weak equivalene for the programs produed by lparse.7 ExperimentsThe translation funtion EQT presented in Setion 5 has been implemented in Cunder the Linux operating system. The translator whih we have named lpeq takestwo logi programs P and Q as its input and produes the translation EQT(P, Q) asits output. The implementation assumes the internal �le format of smodels whihenables us to use the front-end lparse of smodels in onjuntion with lpeq.9 Itis yet important to note that lpeq heks that the visible Herbrand bases of theprograms being ompared are exatly the same as insisted by ≡v. In pratie, visibleatoms are reognized as those having a name in the symbol table of a program. Thelatest version of lpeq is also prepared to deal with programs involving invisibleatoms, e.g., introdued by the front-end lparse as disussed in Setion 6. Beforeproduing the translation EQT(P, Q), the translator uses Tarjan's algorithm to �ndstrongly onneted omponents for the dependeny graph of Qh when its heksthat Qh/Iv is strati�able for all Iv ⊆ Hbv(Q). An overapproximation is used in thisrespet: all dependenies of invisible atoms are taken into aount regardless of Iv.A suessful test guarantees that Q has enough visible atoms so that EQT(P, Q)works orretly. Otherwise, an error message is printed for the user.The urrent implementation (lpeq version 1.17) is available10 in the WWW. The�les related with benhmark problems and experiments reported in this setion arealso provided. To assess the feasibility of lpeq in pratie we performed a numberof tests with di�erent test ases. The running times of the lpeq approah wereompared with those of a �titious approah, i.e., the naive one:1. Compute one stable model M of P not omputed so far.
9 A textual human-readable output an also be produed on request.

10 Please onsult http://www.ts.hut.fi/Software/lpeq/ for binaries and sripts involved.



30 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen(a) Plae a queen on eah olumnnegq(X,Y2) :- q(X,Y), d(X), d(Y), d(Y2), Y2 != Y.q(X,Y) :- not negq(X,Y), not q(X,Y2): d(Y2): Y2 != Y , d(X), d(Y).hide negq(X,Y).(b) Plae a queen on eah olumn using a hoie rule1 { q(X,Y):d(Y) } 1 :- d(X).() Plae a queen on eah rownegq(X2,Y) :- q(X,Y), d(X), d(Y), d(X2), X2 != X.q(X,Y) :- not negq(X,Y), not q(X2,Y): d(X2): X2 != X , d(X), d(Y).hide negq(X,Y).(d) Make sure that queens do not threaten eah other (same row or diagonal):- d(X), d(Y), d(X1), q(X,Y), q(X1,Y), X1 != X.:- d(X), d(Y), d(X1), d(Y1), q(X,Y), q(X1,Y1), X != X1, Y != Y1,abs(X - X1) == abs(Y - Y1).d(1..queens).(e) Make sure that queens do not threaten eah other (same olumn or diagonal):- d(X), d(Y), d(Y1), q(X,Y), q(X,Y1), Y1 != Y.:- d(X), d(Y), d(X1), d(Y1), q(X,Y), q(X1,Y1), X != X1, Y != Y1,abs(X - X1) == abs(Y - Y1).d(1..queens). Fig. 3. Enoding the n-queens problem.2. Chek whether Q has a stable model N suh that Mv = Nv. Stop if not.3. Continue from step 1 until all stable models of P have been enumerated.It is obvious that a similar hek has to be arried out in the other diretion toestablish P ≡v Q in analogy to Corollaries 5.9 and 6.13.There is still room for optimization in both approahes. If one �nds a ounter-example in one diretion, then P 6≡v Q is known to hold and there is no needto do testing in the other diretion exept if one wishes to perform a thoroughanalysis. Sine running times seem to sale di�erently depending on the diretion,we ount always running times in both diretions. However, one should notie thatthe searh for ounter-examples in one diretion is stopped immediately after �ndinga ounter-example. Sine the running times of smodels may also depend on theorder of rules in programs and literals in rules, we shu�e them randomly.In both approahes, the smodels system (version 2.28) is responsible for theomputation of stable models for programs that are instantiated using the front-end lparse (version 1.0.13). In the lpeq approah, the total running time in onediretion is the running time needed by smodels for trying to ompute one stablemodel of the translation produed by lpeq. The translation time is also takeninto aount although it is negligible. The naive approah has been implementedas a shell sript. The running time in one diretion onsists of the running timeof smodels for �nding the neessary (but not neessarily all) stable models of P



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 31Table 1. Results for two equivalent logi programs (n-queens).
n SMa tavg

b tavg RARc CPavg
d CPavg RIe ROflpeq naive lpeq naive1 1 0.000 0.080 - 0 0 7 282 0 0.000 0.051 - 0 0 38 1303 0 0.003 0.051 17.000 0 0 124 3844 2 0.019 0.120 6.316 0 2 300 8845 10 0.042 0.454 10.810 5 18 600 17186 4 0.136 0.259 1.904 16 18 1058 29747 40 0.516 2.340 4.535 40 84 1708 47408 92 2.967 6.721 2.265 163 253 2584 71049 352 17.316 32.032 1.850 615 955 3720 1015410 724 99.866 90.694 0.908 2613 3127 5150 1397811 2680 617.579 451.302 0.731 11939 13662 6908 18664

a Number of stable models for Q
x1
n and Q

x2
n .

b Average running time in seonds.
c Ratio of average running times.
d Average number of hoie points during the searh.
e Number of rules in the input: |Qx1

n |+ |Q
x2
n |.

f Number of rules in the output: |EQT(Qx1
n , Q

x2
n )|+ |EQT(Qx2

n , Q
x1
n )|.plus the running times of smodels for testing that the stable models found arealso stable models of Q. These tests are realized in pratie by adding Mv ∪ {∼a |

a ∈ Hbv(Q) \Mv} as a ompute statement to Q. It is worth noting that the naiveapproah does not test in any way that the stable model N of Q with Mv = Nv isunique. However, the set of benhmarks is seleted in suh a way that programs haveenough visible atoms and the orretness of the naive approah is guaranteed. Allthe tests reported in this setion were run under the Linux 2.6.8 operating systemon a 1.7GHz AMD Athlon XP 2000+ CPU with 1 GB of main memory. As regardstimings in test results, we report the sum of user and system times.7.1 The n-Queens BenhmarkOur �rst experiment was based on the n-queens problem. We veri�ed the visibleequivalene of three di�erent formulations whih are variants of one proposed byNiemelä (1999, p. 260). The enoding Qx1

n onsists of parts (a) and (d) given inFig. 3 and is designed so that queens are plaed olumn-wise to the board. Theseond program Qx2

n onsists of parts (b) and (d) given in Fig. 3, i.e., it is a variantof Qx1

n where the hoie between plaing or not plaing a queen in a partiular ell ofthe hessboard is equivalently formulated using a hoie rule rather than plain basirules. The third program Qy
n, i.e., parts () and (e) given in Fig. 3, is an orthogonalversion of Qx1

n in whih queens are plaed row-wise rather than olumn-wise.First we veri�ed the visible equivalene of Qx1

n and Qx2

n and then that of Qx1

n and
Qy

n using both the lpeq and the naive approahes. The number of queens n wasvaried from 1 to 11 and the veri�ation task was repeated 100 times for eah number



32 T. Janhunen and E. OikarinenTable 2. Results for two equivalent logi programs (n-queens).
n SMa tavg

b tavg RARc CPavg
d CPavg RIe ROflpeq naive lpeq naive1 1 0.000 0.080 - 0 0 4 302 0 0.000 0.050 - 0 0 36 1463 0 0.007 0.052 7.43 0 0 136 4784 2 0.020 0.124 6.20 0 2 344 11465 10 0.052 0.473 9.09 4 18 700 22706 4 0.169 0.281 1.66 16 18 1244 39707 40 0.815 2.583 3.17 38 84 2016 63668 92 5.994 7.531 1.26 176 263 3116 95789 352 35.900 36.836 1.03 603 955 4404 1372610 724 238.726 110.109 0.46 2734 3243 6100 1893011 2680 1521.730 565.029 0.37 12210 13927 8184 25310

a Number of stable models for Q
x1
n and Q

y
n.

b Average running time in seonds.
c Ratio of average running times.
d Average number of hoie points during the searh.
e Number of rules in the input: |Qx1

n |+ |Q
y
n|.

f Number of rules in the output: |EQT(Qx1
n , Q

y
n)|+ |EQT(Qy

n, Q
x1
n )|.of queens � generating eah time new randomly shu�ed versions of the programsinvolved. The results of these experiments are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respetively.It appears that the naive approah beomes superior in the ase of two equivalentwell-strutured logi programs ontaining hidden atoms (the atoms negq(X,Y) areexpliitly hidden) as programs grow and the number of stable models inreases.Comparing the average running times from Tables 1 and 2, it an be seen that thedi�erene in running times is smaller in the ase where the seond program doesnot ontain hidden atoms. This an be seen as an indiation that it is partiularlythe translation of the hidden part Hidden◦(·) that inreases the running time ofthe lpeq approah. To investigate this further, we veri�ed the equivalene of Qx1

nand Qy
n without delaring the atoms negq(X,Y) hidden. The results obtained fromthis experiment resembled our previous results in (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002),i.e., the lpeq approah performs somewhat better than the naive one. Moreover,the average running times of naive approah are approximately the same as withhidden atoms, but the average running times for the lpeq approah are signi�antlysmaller. The reason why the naive approah appears to be immune to hanges inthe visibility of atoms is the following. In our enodings of the n-queens problem, theinterpretation for hidden atoms an be diretly determined one the interpretationfor visible part is known. However, this is not neessarily the ase in general and�nding the unique stable model for the hidden part an be more laborious and timeonsuming as in our last benhmark to be desribed in Setion 7.3.We hose the pairs of programs (Qx1

n , Qx2

n ) and (Qx1

n , Qy
n) for our experimentsin order to to see if the two approahes would perform di�erently depending onwhether a loal hange (a hoie rule is used instead of basi rules) or a global hange
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Fig. 4. Average running times and numbers of hoie points for random 3-sat instaneswith the ratio c/v = 4.(an orthogonal enoding is introdued) is made in the enoding. However, our testresults show no lear indiation in either diretion. Furthermore, we deided totest non-equivalent pairs of n-queens programs. To this end, we dropped n randomrules from Qy
n, and veri�ed the equivalene of Qx1

n and the modi�ed version of Qy
nby seleting only non-equivalent pairs (both with and without hidden atoms). Theresults turned out to be very similar to the results that were obtained for equivalentprogram pairs. In all our n-queens experiments the number of hoie points (i.e.,the number of hoies made by smodels while searhing for stable models for thetranslation) is slightly smaller in the lpeq approah than in the naive one. Thus itseems that verifying the equivalene of logi programs using lpeq leads to smallersearh spae, but the eventual e�ieny an vary as far as time is onerned.7.2 Random 3-SAT and Graph ProblemsWe also performed some tests with randomly generated logi programs. We gen-erated logi programs that solve an instane of a random 3-sat problem with aonstant lauses to variables ratio c/v = 4. Suh instanes are typially satis�able,but so lose to the phase transition point (approximately 4.3) that �nding modelsis already demanding for SAT solvers. To simulate a sloppy programmer makingmistakes, we dropped one random rule from eah program. Due to non-existene ofhidden atoms, we heked the weak equivalene of the modi�ed program and the
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Fig. 5. Average running times and numbers of hoie points for random 3-sat instaneswith �xed v = 40 and varying ratio c/v.original program to see if making suh a mistake a�ets stable models or not. Asa onsequene, the pairs of programs inluded both equivalent and nonequivalentases. When c/v = 4, approximately 45�60% of the program pairs were equivalent.This does not seem to depend muh on the problem size (measured in the numberof variables in the problem) within problem sizes used in the experiments. Withsmaller values of c/v the perentage of equivalent program pairs is lower but forlarger values of c/v the perentage grows up to 90%. In the �rst experiment withrandom 3-sat programs, we varied the number of variables v from 10 to 50 withsteps of 5. For eah number of variables we repeated the test 100 times and gener-ated eah time a new random instane. The average running times and the averagenumber of hoie points for both approahes are shown in Figure 4. These resultsindiate that the lpeq approah is signi�antly faster than the naive one. Thedi�erene inreases as program instanes grow. The number of hoie points is alsolower in the former approah on an average.In the seond experiment with random 3-sat instanes we generated programs asin the previous experiment, but we kept the number of variables onstant, v = 40,and varied the ratio c/v from 3.75 to 4.75 with steps of 0.125. For eah value ofthe ratio c/v, we repeated the test 100 times generating eah time a new randominstane. The motivation behind this experiment was to see how the lpeq approahperforms ompared to the naive one as the programs hange from almost always
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Fig. 6. Average running times and average number of hoie points for 4-oloring randomplanar graphs and �nding Hamiltonian iruits.satis�able (many stable models) to almost always unsatis�able (no stable models).The averages of running times and numbers of hoie points are presented in Fig-ure 5 for both approahes. For low values of the ratio c/v, the lpeq approah issigni�antly better than the naive one like previously. As the ratio inreases, theperformane of the naive approah gradually improves, but lpeq is still better.The average number of hoie points is also lower in the lpeq approah.We also ombined strutured logi programs with randomness.We used two graphproblems formalized with rules by Niemelä (1999, p. 262): the problems of n-oloringof a graph with n olors and �nding a Hamiltonian iruit for a graph. Using theStanford GraphBase library, we generated random planar graphs with v vertieswhere v ranges from 10 to 17 and instantiated the respetive logi programs for
4-oloring and Hamiltonian iruit by invoking lparse. As in the preeding experi-ments with random 3-sat programs, the seond program for equivalene testing wasobtained by dropping one random rule from the one instantiated by lparse. Thetests were repeated 100 times for eah value of v using a new random planar graphevery time. The average running times and the average number of hoie points forboth experiments are presented in Figure 6. In both experiments the lpeq approahis signi�antly better than the naive approah, though running times di�er morein the 4-oloring problem. The numbers of hoie points vary as before.



36 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen7.3 KnapsakFinally, we used the knapsak problem whose enoding involves weight onstraints.Here the objetive was to test the performane of the translation-based approahwhen programs involve a substantial number of hidden atoms and the veri�ationof equivalene requires the property of having enough visible atoms as stated inCorollary 6.13. It should be stressed that the previous version of lpeq (1.13) andthe orresponding translation presented in (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002) do notover suh programs. In the knapsak problem, there are n types of items, eahitem of type i has size wi and pro�t ci. The goal is to �ll the knapsak with Xiitems of type i so that the maximum size W is not exeeded and the minimumpro�t C is gained, i.e.,
n∑

i=1

Xi · wi ≤W and

n∑

i=1

Xi · ci ≥ C.We deided to use an enoding of the knapsak problem proposed by Dovier et al.(2005) using the same weights and osts. An instane of the enoding is denoted by
KS(W, C) where the parameters W and C are as above. We onsidered the visibleequivalene of programs KS(127, C) and KS(127, C − 1) for the values of C in thesequene 184, 180, . . . , 104, 100. The starting value C = 184 was seleted, sine itis the highest possible value for KS(127, C) to have stable models. As C dereases,
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Fig. 7. Average running times and average number of hoie points for knapsak.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 37the number of stable models possessed by KS(127, C) grows. For eah value of Cwe generated 10 randomly shu�ed versions of KS(127, C) and KS(127, C− 1). Theprograms KS(127, C) and KS(127, C−1) are always visibly non-equivalent as stablemodels of KS(127, C) are also stable models of KS(127, C − 1) up to visible parts,but not vie versa, beause of weights used in (Dovier et al. 2005).The averages of running times and numbers of hoie points for the knapsakproblem are presented in Figure 7. It is worth noting that the total running timeis dominated by the diretion that does not yield a ounter-example. However, thelpeq approah is also signi�antly faster than the naive one in the diretion thatatually yields ounter-examples. 8 ConlusionIn this artile, we propose a translation-based approah for verifying the equiva-lene of logi programs under the stable model semantis. The urrent translation
EQT(P, Q) and its implementation lpeq over the types of rules supported by thesmodels searh engine whih provide the basi knowledge representation primi-tives. More general forms of rules implemented in the front-end lparse are alsoovered by lpeq. This is partially ahieved by lparse itself as it expresses high-level onstruts using the primitives of the engine. However, the task of verifyingequivalene is ompliated onsiderably sine lparse may have to introdue hid-den atoms. To this end, the newest version of lpeq inludes a proper supportfor hidden atoms so that it an be used to verify visible equivalene of smodelsprograms (denoted ≡v) rather than ordinary weak equivalene (denoted ≡). Theunderlying theory around the property of having enough visible atoms is developedin Setion 4 and we onsider these ideas as a signi�ant extension to the originaltranslation-based approah presented in (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2002).Our onlusion of the experiments reported in Setion 7 is that the translation-based approah an really be useful in pratie. In many ases, the number ofhoie points and time needed for omputations is less than in the naive ross-heking approah. To the best of our understanding, this is beause the translation
EQT(P, Q) provides an expliit spei�ation of a ounter-example that guides thesearh performed by smodels. Suh oordination is not possible in the naiveapproah where the stable models of P and Q are omputed separately and ross-heked. However, if the programs being ompared are likely to have few stablemodels or no stable models at all, we expet that the naive approah beomessuperior to ours. Reall that P is inluded in the translation EQT(P, Q) whih hasno stable models in the ase that P has no stable models. The naive approah mayalso be better o� when programs turn out to be equivalent and the veri�ation taskboils down to establishing the orrespondene of stable models.As regards future work, there are several issues to be addressed.
• The urrent translation and its implementation lpeq do not over mini-mize/maximize statements that are nevertheless supported by the smodelssearh engine. Basially, one an deal with optimization on two levels. The



38 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinen�rst is to verify the equivalene of programs without optimization statementswhih should intuitively imply equivalene in the presene of the same opti-mization statements expressed in terms of visible atoms. The seond approahis the fully general one that allows di�erenes in the non-optimal models of theprograms being ompared and in the formulation of optimization statementsas there may be several formulations that are e�etively equivalent.
• Other notions of equivalene � suh as the stronger notion of equivaleneproposed by Lifshitz et al. (2001) � should be overed by devising andimplementing suitable translations. Some translations in this respet havealready been presented by Turner (2003) and Eiter et al. (2004). However,the visibility aspets of these relations have not been fully analyzed so far.
• The urrent implementation provides already a reasonably good support forinvisible atoms, sine those introdued by lparse an be dealt with. However,the notion of strati�ation used by lpeq is very autious and we should alsopursue other natural lasses of programs that have enough visible atoms. Oneobvious question in this respet is whether the property of having enoughvisible atoms is preserved by lparse.
• The ase of disjuntive logi programs is also interesting, as e�ient imple-mentations are available: dlv (Leone et al. 2006) and gnt (Janhunen et al.2006). The latter uses smodels for atual omputations in analogy to thetranslation-based approah followed by this paper. In (Oikarinen and Jan-hunen 2004) we extend the translation-based approah to the disjuntive ase.The respetive implementation for disjuntive programs, namely dlpeq, is re-ported in (Janhunen and Oikarinen 2004). For now, invisible atoms are notsupported by dlpeq and it is interesting to see whether the onept of havingenough visible atoms lifts to the disjuntive ase in a natural way.AknowledgmentsThe authors wish to thank Mihael Gelfond, Stefan Woltran, and anonymous ref-erees for their omments and suggestions for improvement. This researh has beenpartially supported by the Aademy of Finland (under Projets #53695 �Applia-tions of Rule-Based Constraint Programming�, and #211025 �Appliations of Con-straint Programming Tehniques�) and the European Commission (under ontratIST-FET-2001-37004 �Working Group on Answer Set Programming�). The seondauthor gratefully aknowledges �nanial support from Helsinki Graduate Shoolin Computer Siene and Engineering, Nokia Foundation, and Finnish CulturalFoundation. Appendix A ProofsProof of Lemma 4.16Suppose that M ∈ SM(P ), i.e. M = LM(PM ) and M |= CompS(P ). To prove

Mh ∈ SM(Ph/Mv), let us establish �rst that Mh |= (Ph/Mv)
Mh . Assuming theontrary, some rule r ∈ (Ph/Mv)

Mh must be falsi�ed by Mh. Sine basi rules and



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 39onstraint rules are speial ases of weight rules (.f. disussion after De�nition 2.1),it is su�ient to onsider only rules r of two types: weight rules and hoie rules.
• If a weight rule h ← w1 ≤ {Ah = WAh

} in (Ph/Mv)
Mh is falsi�ed by Mh, we have

Mh 6|= h and w1 ≤ WSMh
(Ah = WAh

) in whih w1 = max(0, w2 −WSMh
(∼Bh =

WBh
)) is related with a rule h ← w2 ≤ {Ah = WAh

,∼Bh = WBh
} inluded in

Ph/Mv. Thus w2 ≤WSMh
(Ah = WAh

,∼Bh = WBh
). Then the de�nition of Ph/Mvand that of w1 in terms of the bound w2 imply that w2 = max(0, w−WSMv

(Av =

WAv
,∼Bv = WBv

)) for some weight rule h← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} of P . Byombining weight sums on the basis of M = Mh ∪Mv, we obtain w ≤ WSM (A =

WA,∼B = WB). On the other hand, the redut PM ontains a weight rule h ←

w3 ≤ {A = WA} where w3 = max(0, w −WSM (∼B = WB)). It follows that w3 ≤

WSM (A = WA) and M 6|= h. A ontradition, sine M |= PM holds for M .
• A hoie rule {Hh} ← Ah,∼Bh annot be falsi�ed by de�nition, a ontradition.Hene Mh |= (Ph/Mv)

Mh and it remains to establish the minimality of Mh withrespet to this property. Suppose there is M ′ |= (Ph/Mv)
Mh suh that M ′ ⊂ Mh.Using M ′ we de�ne an interpretation N = Mv ∪M ′ so that Nv = Mv, Nh = M ′ ⊂

Mh, and Nh |= (Ph/Mv)
Mh by de�nition. Let us then assume that N 6|= PM , i.e.,there is some rule r of the redut PM not satis�ed by N ⊂ M . As above, it issu�ient to onsider the ontribution of weight rules and hoie rules to PM .

• If r is a weight rule h← w2 ≤ {A = WA} in PM , then N 6|= h and w2 ≤WSN (A =

WA) holds for w2 = max(0, w−WSM (∼B = WB)) and some weight rule h← w ≤

{A = WA,∼B = WB} of P . Sine Mv and Nv oinide, we obtain
w ≤ WSN (A = WA) + WSM (∼B = WB)

= WSNh
(Ah = WAh

) + WSMh
(∼Bh = WBh

)+

WSMv
(Av = WAv

,∼Bv = WBv
).

(A1)Two ases arise. (i) If h ∈ Hbh(P ), then Ph/Mv ontains a rule h ← w3 ≤

{Ah = WAh
,∼Bh = WBh

} where w3 = max(0, w − WSMv
(Av = WAv

,∼Bv =

WBv
)). It follows by (A1) that w3 ≤ WSNh

(Ah = WAh
) + WSMh

(∼Bh = WBh
).Moreover, the redut (Ph/Mv)

Mh inludes a rule h ← w4 ≤ {Ah = WAh
} where

w4 = max(0, w3 −WSMh
(∼Bh = WBh

)). Thus w4 ≤ WSNh
(Ah = WAh

) holds sothat N 6|= h and h ∈ Hbh(P ) imply Nh 6|= r, a ontradition with Nh |= (Ph/Mv)
Mh .(ii) If h ∈ Hbv(P ), then the de�nition of N implies M 6|= h. Moreover N ⊆ M im-plies WSN (A = WA) ≤ WSM (A = WA) so that w2 ≤ WSM (A = WA). Thus

M 6|= r and M 6|= PM whih ontradits the fat that M = LM(PM ).
• If r is a basi rule h ← A assoiated with a hoie rule {H} ← A,∼B of P , then

h ∈ H , M |= h, M |= ∼B, N 6|= h, and N |= A. Now h ∈ Hbv(P ) is impossibleas Mv = Nv, M |= h, and N 6|= h. Hene h ∈ Hbh(P ) is neessarily the ase and
Hh 6= ∅. Moreover, Mv = Nv, N |= A, and M |= ∼B imply that Mv |= Av ∪ ∼Bv.Thus {Hh} ← Ah,∼Bh is inluded in Ph/Mv. In addition, M |= ∼B and M |= himply Mh |= ∼Bh and Mh |= h so that h← Ah is inluded in (Ph/Mv)

Mh . Finally,we obtain Nh |= Ah, Nh 6|= h and Nh 6|= r from N |= A and N 6|= h. A ontradition.To onlude the analysis above, it must be the ase that N |= P M . Sine N ⊂ M ,



40 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenthis ontradits the fat that M is a minimal model of PM . Thus Mh is neessarilya minimal model of (Ph/Mv)
Mh , i.e., a stable model of Ph/Mv.Proof of Proposition 5.7We prove the given four laims depending on onditions (i) M = LM(P M ), (ii)

Nh = LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh), and (iii) L = LM(QN ). Let us de�ne J = LM(EQT(P, Q)I)for more onise notation. It is lear that J |= EQT(P, Q)I holds.Claim 1: J ∩Hb(P ) = LM(PM ).

(⊇) Sine PM ⊆ EQT(P, Q)I by Lemma 5.6, also J |= PM holds. Then J ∩

Hb(P ) |= PM as PM is based on Hb(P ). Thus LM(PM ) is ontained in J ∩Hb(P ).
(⊆) Now LM(PM ) |= PM holds. Then de�ne an interpretation K = LM(PM ) ∪

Hbh(Q)◦ ∪Hb(Q)• ∪{c, d, e} for whih K |= EQT(P, Q)I holds trivially by Lemma5.6. Thus J ⊆ K and K ∩Hb(P ) = LM(PM ) imply J ∩Hb(P ) ⊆ LM(PM ).Claim 2: If (i), then J ∩Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦.Assuming (i) we obtain M = I ∩Hb(P ) = LM(PM ) = J ∩Hb(P ) by Claim 1.(⊇) Let us assume that J 6|= ((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦. In this respet, it is su�ient toonsider only ases where weight rules and hoie rules belong to the redut.
• Suppose there is a weight rule h ← w1 ≤ {Ah = WAh

,∼Bh = WBh
} ∈ Qh/Mvwhere h ∈ Hbh(Q) and w1 = max(0, w − WSMv

(Av = WAv
,∼Bv = WBv

)) isobtained from h ← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ∈ Q. Then the rule h◦ ← w2 ≤

{A◦
h = WA◦

h
} is in ((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ and w2 = max(0, w1 −WSNh
(∼Bh = WBh

)).Sine this rule is falsi�ed under J , we have J 6|= h◦ and w2 ≤ WSJ(A◦
h = WA◦

h
).Using the de�nitions of w2 and w1, we obtain an inequality

w ≤ WSJ(A◦
h = WA◦

h
) + WSNh

(∼Bh = WBh
)+

WSMv
(Av = WAv

,∼Bv = WBv
).

(A2)On the other hand, there is a rule r = h◦ ← w3 ≤ {A◦
h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

} with
w3 = max(0, w −WSN (∼B = WB)) in EQT(P, Q)I by Lemma 5.6. Sine N =

Mv∪Nh by de�nition, we obtain w3 ≤WSJ (A◦
h = WA◦

h
)+WSMv

(Av = WAv
) fromthe de�nition of w3 and (A2). As M = J ∩Hb(P ), we know that Mv = J ∩Hbv(Q)and w3 ≤ WSJ(A◦

h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

). Thus J 6|= r and J 6|= EQT(P, Q)I whihontradits the hoie of J in the beginning of this proof.
• Suppose there is a hoie rule {Hh} ← Ah,∼Bh ∈ Qh/Mv so that Hh 6= ∅ and

Mv |= Av ∪ ∼Bv hold for a rule {H} ← A,∼B ∈ Q. Consider any h ∈ Hh.If Nh |= h, Nh |= ∼Bh, and Mv |= ∼Bv, there is a rule h◦ ← A◦
h inluded in

((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦. Assuming that this rule is falsi�ed by J implies that J 6|= h◦ and

J |= A◦
h. Sine N = Mv ∪ Nh by de�nition, we have N |= ∼B. Together with

Nh |= h, this implies that there is a rule r = h◦ ← A◦
h, Av in EQT(P, Q)I byLemma 5.6. Sine Mv = J ∩ Hbv(Q) as above, we obtain J |= Av so that J 6|= rand J 6|= EQT(P, Q)I . A ontradition regardless of the hoie of h.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 41Thus J |= ((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦ follows and LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ is neessarily ontainedin J ∩Hb(Q)◦.(⊆) De�ne an interpretation K = M ∪ LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦ ∪ Hb(Q)• ∪ {c, d, e}.Sine (i) is assumed, it is lear that K |= PM but the satisfation of rules addressedin Items 1�4 of Lemma 5.6 must be veri�ed. A ase analysis follows.

• Let us assume that there is a weight rule r = h◦ ← w1 ≤ {A◦
h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

} ∈

EQT(P, Q)I where w1 = max(0, w −WSN (∼B = WB)) is assoiated with h ←

w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ∈ Q satisfying h ∈ Hbh(Q). By assuming K 6|= r,we obtain K 6|= h◦ and w1 ≤ WSK(A◦
h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

). It follows that
w ≤ WSK(A◦

h = WA◦

h
, Av = WAv

) + WSN (∼B = WB) by the de�nition of w1.On the other hand, the hidden part Qh/Mv ontains a weight rule h ← w2 ≤

{Ah = WAh
,∼Bh = WBh

} where w2 = max(0, w − WSMv
(Av = WAv

,∼Bv =

WBv
)). Thus the redut (Qh/Mv)

Nh ontains a rule r′ = h ← w3 ≤ {Ah = WAh
}where the limit w3 = max(0, w2 −WSNh

(∼Bh = WBh
)). Using the de�nition of

w2, N = Mv ∪ Nh and K, we obtain K ∩ Hbv(Q) = Mv and from the preedinginequality onerning w, w2 ≤WSK(A◦
h = WA◦

h
) + WSNh

(∼Bh = WBh
). Similarly,the de�nition of w3, yields us w3 ≤ WSK(A◦

h = WA◦

h
). But then the de�nition of

K implies that r′ is not satis�ed by LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh), a ontradition.

• Suppose there is a rule r = h◦ ← A◦
h, Av ∈ EQT(P, Q)I assoiated with a hoierule {H} ← A,∼B ∈ Q suh that h ∈ Hh, Nh |= h, and N |= ∼B. Assuming

K 6|= r implies K 6|= h◦, K |= A◦
h, and K |= Av. Sine K ∩ Hbv(Q) = Mv and

N = Mv∪Nh by de�nition, we know that Mv |= Av∪∼Bv. Sine Hh 6= ∅, it followsthat {Hh} ← Ah,∼Bh is inluded in Qh/Mv. Moreover, the rule r′ = h ← Ahbelongs to (Qh/Mv)
Nh as Nh |= ∼Bh and Nh |= h. But then the de�nition of Kimplies that r′ is not satis�ed by LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh), a ontradition.The other rule types are overed by weight rules. It follows by the struture of
EQT(P, Q)I desribed in Lemma 5.6 that K |= EQT(P, Q)I . In partiular the rulesin Items 5�14 are trivially satis�ed by K as their heads are. It follows that J ⊆ Kand J ∩Hbh(Q)◦ ⊆ LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ as K ∩Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦.Claim 3: If (i) and (ii), then J ∩Hb(Q)• = LM(QN )•.Let us assume both (i) and (ii). It follows by Claims 1 and 2 that M = I∩Hb(P ) =

LM(PM ) = J ∩Hb(P ) and N◦
h = I∩Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ = J ∩Hbh(Q)◦.(⊇) Let us �rst establish J |= (QN )•. It is lear by Lemma 5.6 that almostall rules of (QN )• are present in EQT(P, Q)I . The only exeption onerns a rule
r = h• ← A• ∪ {h} (resp. r = h• ← A• ∪ {h◦}) inluded in EQT(P, Q)I for ahoie rule {H} ← A,∼B ∈ Q suh that h ∈ Hv (resp. h ∈ Hh) and N |= ∼B.Suppose that J 6|= r′ for the orresponding rule r′ = h• ← A• inluded in (QN )•whih presumes that N |= h. This implies J |= h (resp. J |= h◦) as N = Mv ∪Nhand M = J ∩Hb(P ) (resp. N◦

h = J ∩Hbh(Q)). Thus J 6|= r, a ontradition. Hene
J |= (QN)• and J ∩Hb(Q)• |= (QN )•.(⊆) Let us then de�ne an interpretation K = LM(PM ) ∪ LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ ∪

LM(QN)• ∪ {c, d, e}. It an be shown as in Claim 2 that K |= P M and the rules



42 T. Janhunen and E. Oikarinenmentioned in Items 1�4 of Lemma 5.6 are satis�ed by K. As noted already, mostof the rules of (QN )• are inluded in EQT(P, Q)I as suh and thus satis�ed bythe de�nition of K as LM(QN )• |= (QN )•. The only exeptions are made by rules
r of the forms de�ned above. Suppose that K 6|= r and de�ne r′ = h• ← A•.It follows that K 6|= r′ and h ∈ LM(PM ) (resp. h ∈ LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)). Then
M = LM(PM ) (resp. Nh = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)) implies N |= h so that r′ ∈ (QN )•.Thus N |= r′ by the de�nition of N , a ontradition. Finally, the rules in Items9�14 of Lemma 5.6 are satis�ed by K as K |= {c, d, e}. Thus K |= EQT(P, Q)I .Sine K ∩Hb(Q)• = LM(QN )•, we obtain J ∩Hb(Q)• ⊆ LM(QN )•.Claim 4: If (i), (ii), (iii), and A = J ∩ {c, d, e}, then (a) d ∈ A ⇐⇒ N 6= L, (b)
c ∈ A ⇐⇒ d 6∈ I and L 6|= CompS(Q), and () e ∈ A ⇐⇒ c ∈ A or d ∈ A.Assume (i), (ii), and (iii). Using Claims 1�3, we obtain M = I ∩ Hb(P ) =

LM(PM ) = J ∩ Hb(P ), N◦
h = I ∩ Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ = J ∩ Hbh(Q)◦,and L• = I ∩Hb(Q)• = LM(QN )• = J ∩Hb(Q)•.(a) The struture of EQT(P, Q)I made expliit in Lemma 5.6 and the properties of
LM(EQT(P, Q)I) imply that d ∈ A ⇐⇒ there is an atom a ∈ Hb(Q) suh that
L 6|= a and N |= a; or N 6|= a and L |= a. But this is equivalent to N 6= L.(b) The same premises imply that c ∈ A ⇐⇒ c ∈ J ⇐⇒ I 6|= d; and there is
a ∈ CompS(Q) suh that L 6|= a or or there ∼b ∈ CompS(Q) suh that L |= b. Orequivalently, d 6∈ I and L 6|= CompS(Q).() Finally, we have e ∈ A ⇐⇒ J |= e ⇐⇒ J |= c or J |= d ⇐⇒ c ∈ A or d ∈ A.Proof of Theorem 5.8( =⇒ ) Suppose that EQT(P, Q) has a stable model K, i.e. K = LM(EQT(P, Q)K)and K |= CompS(EQT(P, Q)). Let us then extrat three interpretations from K:
M = K ∩ Hb(P ), N = Mv ∪ Nh where Nh = {a ∈ Hbh(Q) | a◦ ∈ K}, and L =

{a ∈ Hb(Q) | a• ∈ K}. It follows that M = K ∩ Hb(P ) = LM(P M ) by Claim 1in Proposition 5.7. Besides, we have M |= CompS(P ) as K |= CompS(EQT(P, Q))and CompS(P ) ⊆ CompS(EQT(P, Q)). Thus M ∈ SM(P ).We may now apply Claim 2 in Proposition 5.7 sine ondition (i) is satis�ed.Thus N◦
h = K ∩ Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh)◦ whih makes ondition (ii) true inProposition 5.7 so that Nh ∈ SM(Qh/Mv) is the ase.This enables the use of Claim 3 in Proposition 5.7 to obtain L• = K ∩Hb(Q)• =

LM(QN)•. Thus L = LM(QN ) and ondition (iii) in Proposition 5.7 is satis�ed.On the other hand, e ∈ A holds for A = K∩{c, d, e} as K |= CompS(EQT(P, Q))and e ∈ CompS(EQT(P, Q)) by De�nition 5.1. It follows by () and (b) in Claim4 of Proposition 5.7 that c ∈ A or d ∈ A, i.e. d 6∈ A and L 6|= CompS(Q); or
d ∈ A. Using (a) we obtain N = L and L 6|= CompS(Q); or N 6= L. By substituting
LM(QN) for L and N for L, we have N = LM(QN ) and N 6|= CompS(Q); or
N 6= LM(QN ). Sine Q has enough visible atoms, we know that Nh is unique withrespet to Q and Mv, and there is no N ∈ SM(Q) suh that Nv = Mv.



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 43( ⇐= ) Suppose that P has a stable model M = LM(P M ) and there is no
N ∈ SM(Q) suh that Nv = Mv. Sine Q has enough visible atoms any suhandidate N must be based on the unique stable model Nh = LM((Qh/Mv)

Nh). Solet us de�ne N = Mv ∪ Nh. The instability of N implies either N 6= LM(QN); or
N = LM(QN ) and N 6|= CompS(Q). In either ase, let L = LM(QN ). Moreover, let
A ⊆ {c, d, e} be a set of atoms so that d ∈ A ⇐⇒ N 6= LM(QN ), c ∈ A ⇐⇒

N = LM(QN ) and N 6|= CompS(Q), and e ∈ A unonditionally.Let us then de�ne an interpretation K = M ∪ N◦
h ∪ L• ∪ A. It is easy tosee that K |= CompS(EQT(P, Q)) as M |= CompS(P ) and K |= e by de�ni-tion. It remains to establish that K = LM(EQT(P, Q)K). First, the de�nition of

K implies that K ∩ Hb(P ) = M . It follows by Claim 1 in Proposition 5.7 that
LM(EQT(P, Q)K)∩Hb(P ) = LM(PM ) = M . Seond, we have K ∩Hbh(Q)◦ = N◦

hby de�nition. Using Claim 2 in Proposition 5.7 we obtain LM(EQT(P, Q)K) ∩

Hbh(Q)◦ = LM((Qh/Mv)
Nh)◦ = N◦

h . Third, we de�ned K so that K ∩ Hb(Q)• =

L•. It follows by Proposition 5.7 (Claim 3) that LM(EQT(P, Q)K) ∩ Hb(Q)• =

LM(QN)• = L•. Finally, we reall that K ∩ {c, d, e} = A. It follows by Claim 4 inProposition 5.7 that (a) d ∈ LM(EQT(P, Q)K) ⇐⇒ N 6= L ⇐⇒ N 6= LM(QN )

⇐⇒ d ∈ A by the de�nition of A above; (b) c ∈ LM(EQT(P, Q)K) ⇐⇒ d 6∈ Kand L 6|= CompS(Q) ⇐⇒ d 6∈ A and L 6|= CompS(Q) ⇐⇒ N = L and
N 6|= CompS(Q) ⇐⇒ N = LM(QN ) and N 6|= CompS(Q) ⇐⇒ c ∈ A; and() e ∈ LM(EQT(P, Q)K) holds as the instability of N implies either d ∈ A or
c ∈ A. Thus LM(EQT(P, Q)K) ∩ {c, d, e} = A. To summarize, we have established
LM(EQT(P, Q)K) = M ∪N◦

h ∪ L• ∪A = K. Thus K ∈ SM(EQT(P, Q)).Proof of Proposition 6.7Let M ⊆ Hb(P ) be any interpretation for P and Pw. We rewrite (12) using short-hands as 0 ≤ {H = 1} ← |A|+ |B| ≤ {A = 1,∼B = 1} where 1s are sets of weightsof appropriate sizes onsisting of only 1s. As regards the respetive hoie rule
{H} ← A,∼B and any h ∈ H , De�nition 3.4 implies that h ← A belongs to
PM ⇐⇒ M |= h and M |= ∼B. On the other hand, De�nition 6.5 implies
h← (|A|+ |B| −WSM (∼B = 1)) ≤ {A = 1} ∈ PM

w ⇐⇒ M |= h. Quite similarly,we use 1 ≤ {h = 1} ← w ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} as an abbreviation for (13). Thenthe redued rule h ← w′ ≤ {A = WA} where w′ = max(0, w −WSM (∼B = WB))belongs to PM unonditionally and to PM
w ⇐⇒ M |= h.

( =⇒ ) Suppose that M = LM(PM ). It follows immediately that M |= PM and
M |= P . Sine hoie rules and their translations (12) do not interfere with thesatisfation of rules, we onlude M |= Pw by the lose relationship of (4) and (13).Moreover, it is easy to see that LM(PM

w ) ⊆M as the analysis above shows that thehead atom h of every rule inluded in PM
w is neessarily true in M , i.e., h ∈M .It remains to prove by indution that eah interpretation in a sequene de�ned by

M0 = ∅ and Mi = TP M (Mi−1) for i > 0 is ontained in LM(PM
w ). Note that Mi ⊆

M for eah i ≥ 0 and M = lfp(TP M ) = Mi for some �nite i due to ompatnessof TP M . Let us the onsider any h ∈ Mi. Note that h ∈ M holds, i.e., M |= h.The de�nition of Mi implies that (i) there is a rule h ← A ∈ PM suh that
M |= ∼B and A ⊆ Mi−1; or (ii) there is a rule h ← w′ ≤ {A = WA} ∈ PM with
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w′ ≤ WSMi−1

(A = WA). If (i) holds, the rule h ← |A| ≤ {A = 1} belongs to P M
was M |= h. Moreover, A ⊆ Mi−1 ⊆ LM(PM

w ) by indution hypothesis. In ase of(ii), M |= h implies that the redued rule is also in PM
w . Sine Mi−1 ⊆ LM(PM

w ),we obtain w′ ≤ WSLM(P M
w )(A = WA). Thus h ∈ LM(PM

w ) results in both ases sothat Mi ⊆ LM(PM
w ) for eah Mi and M in partiular so that M = LM(PM

w ).(⇐= ) Let us then assume that M |= Pw and M = LM(PM
w ) as well as M 6|= PM .The last annot be aused by a hoie rule beause h ← A is inluded in P Monly if M |= h. If a weight rule is the reason, then h ← w′ ≤ {A = WA} with

w′ = max(0, w − WSM (∼B = WB)) belongs to PM , w′ ≤ WSM (A = WA),and M 6|= h. By adding WSM (∼B = WB) on both sides of the inequality, weobtain w ≤ WSM (A = WA,∼B = WB). Thus a rule 1 ≤ {h = 1} ← w ≤

{A = WA,∼B = WB} of Pw is not satis�ed byM , a ontradition. Hene M |= PM .Now M |= PM implies LM(PM ) ⊆M and we need indution to establish inlu-sion in the other diretion. This time we use a sequene de�ned by M0 = ∅ and
Mi = TP M

w
(Mi−1) for i > 0. Then onsider any h ∈Mi. Sine M is the limit of thesequene, we obtain h ∈M and M |= h. Moreover, the de�nition of Mi implies that(iii) there is a rule h← w′′ ≤ {A = 1} ∈ PM

w where w′′ = |A|+ |B| −WSM (∼B =

1) ≤ WSMi−1
(A = 1); or (iv) there is a rule h ← w′ ≤ {A = WA} ∈ PM

w suhthat w′ ≤ WSMi−1
(A = WA). In ase of (iii), we infer WSM (∼B = 1) = |B| and

WSMi−1
(A = 1) = |A| as neessities so that M |= ∼B and A ⊆Mi−1 follow. Thus

h ← A ∈ PM as M |= h and LM(PM ) |= A follows by the indution hypothesis
Mi−1 ⊆ LM(PM ). If (iv) holds, the redued rule is also a member of P M by de�ni-tion. Using the indution hypothesis again, we obtain w′ ≤ WSLM(P M )(A = WA).To onlude the preeding ase analysis, we have h ∈ LM(P M ) for any h ∈Mi andthus Mi ⊆ LM(PM ). Sine M = Mi for some i, we obtain M ⊆ LM(PM ).Proof of Theorem 6.10Consider any weight onstraint program P . Now P ≡v TrSNS(P ) holds by thede�nition of ≡v if and only if Hbv(P ) = Hbv(Tr(P )) and there is a bijetion Ext :

SM(P )→ SM(TrSNS(P )) suh that for all M ∈ SM(P ) it holds that M ∩Hbv(P ) =

Ext(M)∩Hbv(TrSNS(P )). Sine Hbv(P ) = Hbv(TrSNS(P )) holds by De�nition 6.9,it remains to to establish suh a bijetion Ext from SM(P ) to SM(TrSNS(P )).Given an interpretation M ⊆ Hb(P ), we de�ne Ext(M) = M ∪ SUP (M) where
SUP (M) satis�es for eah weight onstraint C = l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ uappearing in P that1. sat(C) ∈ SUP (M) ⇐⇒ l ≤WSM (A = WA,∼B = WB), and2. unsat(C) ∈ SUP (M) ⇐⇒ u + 1 ≤WSM (A = WA,∼B = WB).Now, if M ∈ SM(P ), then N = Ext(M) ∈ SM(TrSNS(P )) follows by the results ofSimons et al. (2002). Thus Ext is indeed a funtion from SM(P ) to SM(TrSNS(P ))and it remains to establish that Ext is a bijetion. It is learly injetive as M1 6= M2implies Ext(M1) 6= Ext(M2) by the de�nition of Ext.To prove that Ext is also a surjetion, let us onsider any N ∈ SM(TrSNS(P ))and the respetive projetion M = N ∩Hb(P ). Sine N ∈ SM(TrSNS(P )), it holdsthat N |= TrSNS(P ) and moreover M ∈ SM(P ) holds (Simons et al. 2002). Thus



Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 45we need to show N = N ′ for N ′ = Ext(M) = M ∪ SUP (M). Sine Ext : SM(P )→

SM(TrSNS(P )) we know that N ′ ∈ SM(TrSNS(P )).Let us show that SUP (M) ⊆ N . Assuming the opposite there is an atom a ∈

SUP (M) suh that a 6∈ N . By the de�nition of SUP (M) either (i) a = sat(C) or(ii) a = unsat(C) for some C = l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u appearing in P .This leads to a ase analysis as follows.(i) If a = sat(C) ∈ SUP (M), then there is a rule (14) in TrSNS(P ) suh that l ≤

WSM (A = WA,∼B = WB) = WSN (A = WA,∼B = WB) where last equalityholds by the de�nition of M as A ⊆ Hb(P ) and B ⊆ Hb(P ). Sine sat(C) 6∈ N , itfollows that (14) is not satis�ed by N . But this ontradits N |= TrSNS(P ).(ii) Quite similarly, if a = unsat(i) ∈ SUP (M), then there is a rule (15) suh that
u + 1 ≤ WSM (A = WA,∼B = WB) = WSN (A = WA,∼B = WB). Then (15) isnot satis�ed by N as unsat(i) 6∈ N . A ontradition with N |= TrSNS(P ).Hene SUP (M) ⊆ N is neessarily the ase. Sine M ⊆ N by de�nition, we have
N ′ ⊆ N . How about the onverse inlusion N ⊆ N ′ = M ∪ SUP (M)? It is learthat N ∩ Hb(P ) = M ⊆ N ′. Then a potential di�erene N ′ \ N (if any) must beaused by new atoms involved in TrSNS(P ). There are three kinds of suh atoms.1. Suppose that sat(C) ∈ N for some C = l ≤ {A = WA,∼B = WB} ≤ u appearingin P . Sine N is a stable model of TrSNS(P ) and there is only one rule (14) in
TrSNS(P ) having sat(C) as its head, the body of that rule must be satis�ed in N ,too, i.e., l ≤WSN (A = WA,∼B = WB). Sine M = N ∩Hb(P ), A ⊆ Hb(P ), and
B ⊆ Hb(P ), the same holds for M . Thus sat(C) ∈ SUP (M).2. Using the same line of reasoning and the rule (15) inluded in TrSNS(P ), we knowthat unsat(C) ∈ N implies unsat(C) ∈ SUP (M).3. Now f 6∈ N must hold as N is a stable model of TrSNS(P ) whih inludes (19).To onlude, we have established N ⊆ N ′ whih indiates that there is M ∈
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